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dbrary of Conges!

AJLBUaUERaUE EVENING CITIZEN
VOLUME

ALHUQUEKQUE. NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY

1J

GENERAL GOMEZ,
WHO DISLIKES

CONFESSION OF
PAT CROWE IS

EVENING, OCTOHEU

I, 11)05.

FIFTY MILLION DOLLARS FOR A NEW DEPOT IN
HEART OF NEW YORK CITY

GATHERED FROM

Miss Alice Roosevelt

TALKS SILLY IN NEW YORK NEW ORLEANS QUARANTINE

Lost Determination to Have

Railway Supervision.
MONEY

STRONGER

AND

FIRMER

New York, Oct. 4. "Liberty is dead
in Cuba and the condition of affairs
there is woroe than it ever was under
Spanish ru.e. even in the most ferocious perio's of that government. Financial ru'n faces tho people if things
continue as they are, &nd the natlun
will be converted into one of the hereditary rulo"
This declaration was made by Governor Jose Miguel Ce."vz, governor of
the province of Santa Vlara, and the
late candidate of the lieberal party
lor the presidency of Cuba, who arrived from Havana yesterday. He said
that the government aassinates the
liberals, the Viits are filled with political prisoners with no hope of Justice,
the public funds e used for political
purposes and the sanitary condition
ia a disgrace.
General Gomez contnd3 that the
Uuiced Srales should in.eTvene to get
an honest election.

13

Of Wife and Son to Hold

Ar-

Feet of Falling

of Nipon.

Father

BERLIN

as

WAS DESPERATE

rives in the Land

nied by Cudahys.

President Roosevelt Has Not To be Raised October

THE STRUGGLE

FOREIGN PARTS

American Influence in Cu- Discredited by People of
Omaha and Also Deba but Calls Himself
Liberal Leader

NUMBER 255

STREET

CARS

RUN WHO WAS DASHED TO DEATH

Peace Treaty Passed Privy By Falling From the Fourth
Council, as Did Martial
Story of His Own
Law Abolition.
Residence.

Recommended by Medical Authorities.
FIRE

CHINESE BOMB THROWERS CAUGHT

Omaha, Neb., Oct. 4. The alleged
confession of Tat Crowe concerning
the kidnapping of Eddie Cndahy five
years ago, in which he implicates the
boy in the conspiracy to extort $25,-00from the lioy's father, Edward
Cudahy, receives little credence heie.
Eddie Cudahy denied the story emphatically.
Edward A. Cudahy, father of the abducted boy, said today that the statement attributed to Crowe .was certainly untrue, and was at variance
with his previous statements in letters to Mrs. Cudahy,

Yokohama, Oct. 4. Miss
Alice
Roosevelt and party arrived here today on the steamer Minnesota from
Shimonosekl.. Miss Roosevelt was received by the American minister, the
American consul, the imperial master
of ceremonies and the governor, but
she declined any formalities. She will
go
in the interior until
October 13, when she will sail from
Yokohama for San Francisco.
STREET CAR TRAFFIC
COULD NOT BE STOPPED
Berlin, Oct. 4. Ail the street cars
are running today, the strikers of the
electrical works not being able to
stop woark at the power houses.
JAPAN'8 PRIVY COUNCIL
PASSES PEACE TREATY
Tokio, Oct. 4 A prolonged meeting
of the privy council was held today.
It Is believed the treaty of peace with
Russia la under consideration. Should
the treaty meet the approval of the
council, It will be Immediately rati-

PORTLAND

SUFFERS

BIG

0

THE

CHADWICK

CASE

New York. Oct. 4 Notwithstanding the desperate struggle of bis wife
and son to hold him by the feet, after
he fainted and toppled over the sill
of an open window, K. Krapp, cashier
of the Cooper Exchange bank, fell to
the street from the fourth floor of bla
home today and was killed.

sight-seein-

THE 0E
isew orK, Oct. 4. What looks like
a western mining camp, hedged about
with a fringe of costly skyscrapers
and streets through which the surg- ing vast rivers of humanity in the dai- ly routine of business and pleasure,
in the heart, ot il.e metropolis, has
Deen cpened by tne New lork Cen- tral railroad as the first stage of an
of tremendous propor--

CASSIE

CASE TO BE
DECIDED IN NOVEMBER.
Cincinnati, Ohio, Oct. 4. The argument of the government against the
contentions in the petition for a new
t.ial for Mrs. Cassie L. Chad wick, on
der sentence ot ten years In the Ohio
penitentiary for conspiracy to wreck
the Oberlin National bank, was continued today by Assistant District Attorney Garry before the United States
circuit court of appeals. At the close
of Garry's argument. Former Judge
Francis J. Wing closed his argument
for Mrs. Chadwlck.
At the conclusion of Judge Wing's
address the matter was taken under
exA decision is not
advisement.
pected before the November term of
court.

CHADWICK

POT IMPROVEMENTS A3 IT LOOKS TODAY.
and opening a gaping wound in the will have to be removed, and the tomost thickly populated district of the tal cost of the improvement will be
city, is in the hands of several thous- $50,000,000. That wl l Include a new
and workmen. When the work Is done suburban system of electric trains,
the old Grand Central depot will have which will come down from Pough-keepsidisappeared, there will be scores of
through tho same tunnel as
additional tracks In the big yards, ex- - the regular passenger trains, magnificluslvely for passenger traffic, and cent new depot buildings and the
the whole will be covered by
President Palma Contradicts.
most modern equipment.
lugs covering an area of eight acres,
Havana, Oct. 4. "You know very
The work has been In progress since
I
"ons.
To accomnlish this morq than 2.. August, 1903, and the belief is that It fied.
well these things are not true," said PORTLAND SUFFERED FROM
!
j
An
excavation covering fifty acres, OOO.OOO cubic feet of earth and rock will be'completed In 1910,
President 1'alma yesterday when
ANOTHER BIG FIRE.
Later Newt Received.
shown the statements made by GenPortland, Ore., Oct. 4. The Are
The peace treaty passed the privy
eral Gomez in New York yesterday.
last night, which caused a damage of
council today. An order abrogating LEONARD HAD NOT
$110,000, destroyed an entire block of
martial law at Sasebo, Nagasaki, TsuGIRDS
LIKE
PRESIDENT PROPOSES FOR
wholesale houses in this city, bounded
shima and Hakodate was also passed
RAILROADS FIGHT OF LIFE by Salmon, Taylor and Front streets
THEFT ACCOMPLICE
by the privy council today.
Washington, D. C. Oct. 4. "Presi- and the "Willamette river.
FEATHER
FLOCK
on
dent Roosevelt is dead in earnest
SUPPOSED BOMB THROWERS
IS
New York, Oct. 4. Detectives have
the question of railway rebate legislaHANDED OVER TO VICEROY satisfied
Convention
Humane
that Harry
of
themselves
Societies.
as
tion, and ia just as determined
Tien Tsln, Oct. 4. Six men, sup- Leonard had no accomplices In the
N.
Y.,
4.
sixRochester,
Oct.
The
be
enacted
ever that ifgulatio'is shall
posed to be bomb throwers were hand- theft of $359,000 worth of securities
Together, as Shown in Pear- ed
looking to federal supervision of the teenth annual convention of humane
over to the viceroy for investiga- from the National City bank by means
1
tic
McKeenc
of
societies
the
Attorney
York,
New
state
of
n
Questioning
Represenfreight rate situation," said
tion, Tuesday evening.
of a forged check. They have anopened
today
here
days'
two
a
for
son
Mutoday.
and
Michigan,
Rockefeller
tative Townsend, of
nounced that all the evidence necesPractically'
session.
all
for
societies
over
today
to
talk
Townsend called
Hutchinson's Golden Jubilee.
Witness
McCall
Tells
sary to
ae
the
Committee
What
prevention
of
cruelty
the
to
children
president
Hutchison, Minn.. Oct. 4. The fif- cured. convict Leonard has been
the general subject with the
tual
Admiration.
animals
and
humans
of
and
societies
to
and was requested by the president
state, are represented by delecall again tomorrow to discuss the the
this town Is celebrated here today.; ROSENFELD PUT N HANDS
They Should Report.
gates. Matters concerning the pre.t f
.
I. ..
subject further.
Uoh .vidilujs
iuciq irum
uavv euiiie
OF RECEIVER BY COURT
SOME MAY NOT ADMIRE EITHER i.i jr parts
vention of cruelty to children will be
Chicago. Oct. 4. Bankruntcv nro- of
other
to attend the
the
state
considered first, then matter concernMONEY GROWS STRONGER
celebration, the principal feature ofeeenntfa acalnsfc E. I, Rcsenfeld, the
New York, Oct. 4. John A. McCall, of all executive officers, I know it Is
AND ALSO li HIGHER ing one prevention of cruelty to aniwhich will be the dedication this af-- genera,
o'Aeru. life
New York, Oct. 4. Money on call, mals will be taken up and miscellan- president of the New York Life In- of myself, that for the ensuing five or
Chicago, Oct. 4. "I would rather be ternoon of memorial .tablet to" mark' Indemnitywauab
Insurance company, were,
stronger and hlgTier, 5 to 6 per cent; eous matters and the election of off- surance company, was again called to six months we shall be badgered and John D. Rockefeller today,
divested of the site of the old stockade, now the referred today by Judge Bethea to tbe
prime mercantile paper, 46 to 6; bar icers will conclude the convention.
harrassed to death in every state by
public square, occupied by the Carne- referee n bankruptcy, Mr. Wean. Attestify before the legislative commit- the
silver, 613-8- .
introduction of bad bills of every his wealth, but with his lovable per- gie library. Among the visitors are torney
Le Vinson for the plaintiffs told
tee today.
GOULD'S WESTERN LINE
kind. I believe that three out of four sonality, than any of the crew of many pioneer residents of the state,
the court that Rosenfeld refused to
LOOKING TOWARD PORTLAND.
Insurance
bills
For
introduced
In
Investifirst
time
the
the
since
the
saints
and sinners who are attacking some of whom lived here at the time turn any assets over to the receiver.
NINETEENTH ANNUAL
San Francisco, Oct. 4. The Chron- gation began, James McKeen, associat- United States are blackmailing bills. him."
of the Indian outbreak, when the citi- The court authorized the receiver to
says
is
Orea
icle
today
Hughes
I
with
It
Mr.
your
as
which
Southern
ed
condition
the
that
think
for
the
counsel
JERSEY ENDEAVORERS gon
The foregoing is a quotation from zens sought refuge Inside the
employ an attorney not heretofore
Is becoming interested in the ac- committee,
conducted the examina- committee can do much to provide an intei view published today irotn
connected with the case.
tivity of the crew of Western Pacific tion. McKeen, who has been studying against, if the legislature will but Dr. D. K. Pearson, a Chicago
million
Morrlstown, N. J., October 4. The , surveyors working In the vicinity of the technical end of the Insurance pass a law similar to the Massachu- aire, nationally
known as a pbllan
nineteenth annual convention of the kugene. 'the belief is growing that business, opened by outlining to Mc- setts law, which has been very effectDr. Pearson said that the
New Jersey Christian Endeavor union the Gould interests are planning to Call the power and scope of the com- ive, I think that every bill Introduced thropist.
cry of "tainted money" is unfair, not
opened at the South Street Presbyte- reach Portland and penetrate the rich mittee, and said Its report to the leg- shall be lodged or reported In the of
American. He stated that it was the
rian church this morning. There was Willamette valley on the way.
islature will in no way be limited by fice of the secretary of state. '
.J J
"mllvlnir .1l nf mini n I Inl n
no regular session this forenoon, but
the testimony taken at these sessions.
u Luat tuC
ftnd d80ontented members of society
HABEAS
merely an informal gathering of the
McCall,
In answer to questions by Life s expense for legal services from
Pearson recently received a let
delegates, who came together to reg- MARYLAND BANKERS
McKeen, described in detail the sys- June 1, 1900 to August 31, 1905, were terIr.from Mr. Rockefeller,
which con
ister their names. In the afternoon,
amount Andrew eluded as follows: "I thank
IN ANNUAL SESSION tem used In making, reports to state $1,103,320. Of this $470,927.
you
Mrs, Duke of Camden, conducted
a
In the your kind words, good friend. I for
insurance departments, and also ex- Hamilton received
ap
school of methods, which attracted
plained the table followed' by the New states where Hamilton looked after preciate them. Life Is short, and you
On Account
Lack of
Hubbell Will
many of the delegates. The executive
legislation, McCall said that he was and I have too much to do In the
Annapolis, Md., Oct. 4. The annual York Life Insurance company.
committee will hold a meeting In the convention of the Maryland Bankers'
com- expected to deal with men who conld world to be
McCall said that increasing
diverted from our purbe Returned to Bernalillo
evening. The first regular session association opened here today with pensation to agents was a temptation produce results.
pose to try to make things better. Let
will be ield tomorrow morning, when an unusually large attendance.
Ev- for them to rebate.
McCall denied the report of the us keep light on and do our
Under the nyllc
in
best
the welcoming speeches will be made, ery bank In the state la represented system agents contracted not to do New York Life company's dlscr'cil-natin- our way and generation, rejoicing In
County
end the president, John Y. Sproull, and many of the delegates are accom- so, and forfeited the benefits of that
against American soldiers in that beautiful sentiment expressed by
will deliver his annual address. The panied by their wives. At the open- system If they violated their agree- the Spanish war by giving more Hb- - our
lamented Uncoln, 'With malice
attendance Is exceptionally large and ing meeting the delegates were wel- ments.
r.a.
lu op. o.,.. mm, uo.""' D towar d none and charity for all.'"
among those present are many promi- comed by the mayor and several of
Special to The Citizen.
(the case of T. S. Hubbell. There U
"With the beginning of every year. who served as soldiers than to Amer-- i
Raton, N. M., Oct. 4. At 9 o'clock little doubt but that the rumor Is cor- nent Christian Endeavor workers who the members made responses. The he said, "1 dare say, it Is the feeling j leans in similar circumstances
IN
INJURED
EIGHTEEN
will address the convention on vari- principal address of the session was
this morning In the district court In rect,, however, as counsel for Hubbell
WRECK IN PENNSYLVANIA
ous Important subjects.
session here Judge Mills dismissed states that they have been advised
delivered by J. Edward Simmons, the
Connellsvllle,
Pa., Oct. 4. Tho the writ of habeas corpus Issued last that the order granting the writ has
president of the Fourth National bank
Fairmont express on the Baltimore & week upon the application of E. W, been issued by Judge Mann.
West Virginia W. C. T. U.
in New York City, who spoke on the
CIVIC
Wheeling, W. Va., Oct. 4. Several subject of "Honesty is the Rest PoliOhio railroad was wrecked today at Dobson, appearing as counsel for T.
Now, tbe question arises, when will
Round Bottom, two miles south of 8. Hubbell, to secure Hubbell's re- the writ be Issued? Clerk Jose IX
hundred women, representing the vari- cy." Col. Robert Lowry, of Atlanta,
Morgantown, V. Va. The baggage lease from jail, where he was sent by Sena, of the supreme court, Is in Taos,
ous branches of the W. C. T. U. in this Ga., addressed the convention on "The
IN
state were assembled in the Fourth Relation of the Banker to the Pubcar.ladles' conch and Pullman chair Judge Ira A. Abbott for contempt of and the writ cannot become effective
car tunrbled over the bank at the edge court. The court gave lack of Juris- until It la issued by him. It is expectStreet Methodist Episcopal church lic."
whPn the annual convention of tne
of the Monongahela river. Eighteen diction as Its reason for dismissing ed that he will return to Santa Fe by
The convention will last three days
persons were injured, five seriously.
union was called to order this morn- and the program includes a reception
the writ. Hubbell will now be return- Friday of this week.
Chicago,
Taylor,
B.
4.
anof
and
Graham
Ohio,
Oct.
Cleveland,
The
ing. The meeting opened with a con- at the state house by Governor and
ed to the Bernalillo county jail.
Joseph
of
Boston.
Lee
CROWE WILL PROBABLY
secration service, led by the
Mrs. Warfield and a banquet tomor- nual meeting of the American Civic
WILL PROBABLY APPEAL
Mrs. J. A. Mcin- row evening.
PLEAD BOY'S CONSENT WRIT OF PROHIBITION
Mr. Richard Venable, association opened here this morning ,VIMlnJf'f
TO U. S. SUPREME COURT
by
a(llirt.ss(.s
whu,h
E.
at
u
tosh, of Ravenswood. Mrs. Francis H. of Baltimore, will be toastmaster and
STILL IN THE DARK.
Butte, Mont., Oct. 4 The Interview
It Is very probable that as a result
Parks presided at the business meet- many prominent guests will hp pres- In the rooms of the Cleveland chain- Holden, of Cleveland, Frank Miles with Pat Crowe published here IndiThere were no new developments
ing and delivered her annual address. ent, among them Secretary of the Na- lier of commerce, with an attc ndance lay, of Philadelphia, and others, will cates that his defense, if brought to toilay in the rumor that Judge Mann of the decision rendered by Jodge
Mills at Raton this morning that the
There will bo another meeting this vy Charles J. Bonaparte, Governor that surpassed ail expectations. Hun - De made.
for kidnaping Kddie Cudahy, will had granted the writ of prohibition attorneys
nere win ite wiree meetings oil trial
for Mr. Hubbed will at once
evening, at which the delegates will Warfield, Chief Judge James MeSher-ry- , d.eds of men and women of promi
by the counsel of Hubbell
asked
for
partlcl
boy
was
willing
be
to
that
the
three on Friday. The pate in the affair, and that no force and directed to Judge Ira A. Abbott, take an appeal to the L'nited States
be formally welcomed by representathe Hon. John V. U Findlay. the neiire and active, or at least Inter- Thursday and
convention will close Friday evening
tives of this city, the chamber of Hon. Stevenson A, Williams, the Hon. ested, In the
restraining him from further action In supreme court. At least this seems
civic reform and better- wilh a reception tendered to the dele- was used to keep him fro mhome.
to be the opinion of local members
commerce, the medical fraternity and William B. Ridgelay, comptroller of
ment movement, came here to attend gates and visitors by the chamber of
of the bar in tho matter. The case
the currency, and others.
the schools.
the convention, which will be In ses- commerce.
seems to be getting more and more
sion three days.
J.
The convention today elected
complicated, but Is becoming none the
The opening session this morning Horace. McFarland, of Harrisburg, Pa.,
less Interesting, as It is the chief topic
was called to order l.y President J. president.
of conversation on the streets.
,
ITS
Horace McFarland. William J. Kprlng-liornpresident of the board of public
EXPRESS COMPANY
service, representing the city of Cleve- MONUMENT DAY AT
land, welcomed the members, and
YEARS AS
NORTH HAVEN, CONN.
OFFERS A REWARD
President McFarland responded In behalf of the association. Clinton Rogers Woodruff, of Philadelphia,
first
North Haven, Conn., Oct. 4 This Is
Seattle, Wash., Oct. 4. A reward
Montpelier, Vt CM. 4. Just 100 people surrounded the building and vice president of the asKociailon, de- the day selected for tho dedication of
$.".,1100 U offered by the Great Northof
years ago the state legislature of Ver- - crowded the square in front of the livered an address giving an Interestern Kxpress company for the capture
capitol,
listening
A ing review of the work done bv tho the Soldiers' monument and several
singing.
to
the
mont decided to make Montpelier the; puli'- - meeting at the opera house fol- organization during the past year. He thousand people have come here from
and Identification of tho bandits who
etate capital, and the citizens of this lowed, at which Governor C. J. Bell, was followed by William B. Howland, different parts of the state to attend
dynamited the express car on the
city are celebrating the anniversary Mayor F. M. Corry and many other of New York the treasurer of the
Cf!remoni(,8.
wKl
exercises
east hound flyer north of llallard last
The
YOHJ
3 tt U II U
of that Important event today, with present or past oillrials of the state
aUUlllOieil
niKht.
Division Superintendent Scott
repoit. Several committee reports begln in the afternoon with a short
great enthusiasm. An enormous flag and city delivered short addresses.
said today that as far as known, the
street parade, Including a battalion of
The pros: am for the afternoon In- were also received.
is waving from the dome of the cap-lto- l
robbers tecuied $3lti.
In the afternoon there will lie a the Second regiment, a birgo number
and the whole building Is beauti- cludes a grand parade, In which comfully and artistically decorated. The panies H. E. I and F, of the FirH joint meeting of the Childrens' Gar- of out of town war veterans, about
SWITCHMEN STRIKE
city is in holiday attre and every- Vermont regiment, the Norwich uni- den, Public Recreation. School Kxten- """iireu cnooi cnuuren anu a
where flags and buntings In the na- versity, St. Michael's school and the sion and Social Settlements depart-,1ON GRAND TRUNK
tional colors, enliven the seeue. At .Montpelier Seminary cadets, several merits of the association, to discuss large number of Italian workingmen.
sunrise this morning a battery from troops of cavalry from Fort Ethan Al- "Improvement Work Among the Cull- - According to the program the parade
Fort Ethan Allen fired a salute, and len and many civic and fraternal or- dren." Hick J. Crosby, of the United) will end at the monument, where the
Chicago, Oct. 4. High officials of
soon the citizens began to bestir them- ganizations of the city will taUe part. States department of agriculture, and paraders will form a hollow square,
the tiiand Trunk railroad have been
selves and to prepare for the celebra- After the parade there will be mm vic e president of the association, will Then the tate department officers of
culled to Chicago to prevent a general
tion. Every train biought hundreds morial services at the state house and preside. The work of the Cleveland i he Grand Army, under Commander
si t ike of the switchmen on the sys1
hi
mm i r" 4 m. MniA i
of visitors from all parts of the state in the evening the capitol and the House Gardening association will be; a. A. May, will unwul and dedicate
&.m':'b..M
it ki
tem, glowing out of a walk-ou- t
of 75
and soon the streets presented a whole city will be brilliantly Illumi- desci ilied by S'arr Cad wallader, secre-jthmonument according to the ritual
ni' n in the yards at Klsdon.
The loBands began to nated. There will also be various leg- tary of the Iietroit board of commerce, of the order. The pre-ei- i' ation of the
lively appearance.
cal ottlivra admit that tlie labor sitSENATOR CLARK'S NKW YORK CASTLE.
play, troops marched through the islative ami other reunions and ban- formerly held worker at the Goodrich monumu'it to the town and the main
Perhaps the most unkind act In $!.' ,'."0 tv ry Unity days. He al?o uation u growing more critical every
Cleveland.
Juvenile
;!v!; address will follow the met Ing in the
streets and reception committees hur- quets tonight. The city has appropri- hou-.e- .
or); in Kalamazoo, will be Congregational church. Tho closing Thos. Law son's history w as when he. had a desire to plunge, and so, says hour.
ried to the deists to receive the dis- ated $10,Uuil for the celebration. Pres- League
tinguished visitors invited by the city ident Roosevelt has been Invited to at- discussed by Mrs. Caroline ISartlett exercises will be u dress parade of
In his "Frenzied Fi- Mr. l.UMbon, he bullied lu New York DOCK LABORERS HAVE
tend the celebration and deliver an Crane. Other addresses will be de- the Second regiment on the green culled attention,
to attend the celebration.
the "blues'., bullies--t and brasslat of
nance
Senator William A. all America. i tasiles. His castle, a
series,
to
Chauncpy with the customary sounding of the
STRUCK FOR WAGES
At 9 o'clock this morning the school address, but he tent his regrets.. He livered by Prof. William
cook'; nightmare In bronze and
childreu of the city we:e massed on was to deliver the historical address I.an,'don, of Pratt institute, Brook- retreat and lowering cf the colors. Clark's new homo In New York, In
Cronstadt, Oct. 4. Dock laborers
imirl.ie, adds a new horror to the ar- have at;ain struck for more wages and
the steps of the state house and sang In the morning, which instead was de- lyn: Mayo Fesler, secretary of the St. Supper will then be served to the In- terms of ridicule.
of livered by the Hon. Joseph De Boer. Louis
patriotic songs, while thousands
Improvement league; vited guests, militia and veterans.
Mr. C'ark has an Income of about chitecture of New York.
Civic
shorter hours.
a--

QUARANTINE LIFTED
IN TIME FOR PRESIDENT,
New Orleans, Oct. 4. To the bus!
ness men the most encouraging feature of the yellow fever situation is
the disposition manifested by the par
ishes and towns of Louisiana to raise
their quarantine about October 13, In
harmony with the suggestion of the
medical authorities.
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tht Citizen

Dally aitf Weekly

Mil

tion,

kr

Lot 12.
Publishing Company
tion, M.

fmtom

far toanwniMlea ttiraach

u w4 tlaM Mttar.

PROFESSIONAL

Iyot 24, block 11, N. M. T. Co. addi
M. XV. Flournoy and XV. S. Strlck-ler- .

,

Faallifcra'

ANYTHING

Lot 12, block 17, N. M. T. Co. addi-

Lot 24. block 21,
tion, E. II. Nooth.

iN. M.

1. Co. addi-

CARDS

OENTI8T8.
DR. J. E. KRAFT.

V.

tion. XV. XV. Clelnnd.
East side of Eighth street, from the
alley to Gold avenue:

fflcUI Paper of Bernalillo Count)

MOST

block 11, N. M. T. Co. addi-

Flournoy.
Iai "A," pait of estate of Ambrosia
Garcia, Angelo Glanlnl.
Lot 68, block 4. Perfecto Armljo
Urns, addition, Jcs. Harnett.
East side of North Fourth street,
from Pallroad avenue to Gold avenue;

Ui

J

avenue to Marquette

from Railroad
avenue:

THE EVENING CITIZEN

ln

a

-

A Word

From Josh Wise.

National

League.

R
At St. Louis
0
St. Louis
4
Brooklyn
R
Second gam- eSome fellers go on th' St. LouIb
2
3
principle uv crushln' th' Brooklyn
K
At Chicago- 5
turnip, even If they can't Chicago
6
Philadelphia
get any blood out uv It.
Thirteen Innini-'s- .
R
At Pittsburg
10
Pittsburg
2
Boston
R
Second Game
4
Pittsburg;
3
Boston
At Cincinnati
R
"Bindley says he won't resign."
4
Cincinnati
"Why not?''
2
"He declares he'll not resign under New York
R
Second Game
fire."
4
"Hut he's not under fire. He's over Cincinnati
4
New York
it."
American League.
A University of Chicago professor
R
At Washington
has been knocking
men.
1
Where would the universities get their Washington
3
Chicago
money if there were no
R
At New York
men?
0
Detroit
3
My, but aren't the life Insurance of New York
R
Second Game
flcials a lot of good character wit1
nesses for Tom Lawson?
Detroit

II
3
10

H
9
11

H
11

8,

Dental 8uraeon.
Rooms IB and 16 Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Oocxla CotnnanT
E Both phones. Appointment! made by
1 man.
Edmund J. Alger, O. U, S.
0
No. a
Railroad avenue Office boura
Ik

0 p.:0 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:80 p. m. to I
m. Telepaone 462. Appointment
made
2
or mail.
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ALBUQUERQUE, NEV MEXICO

LAWYERS.

1
4

Bernard 8. Rodey.
ATTORN
Albuquerque,
H E
Section 1. That the above described
N.
M.
Prompt
attention alven to all
12
1
UrfMt Crty 4 County Circulation.
sidewalk be and hereby is ordered to
DUMneea
profession.
pertaining
to
the
1
TMtrp,1 Ntw Mttlct ClrcHlatloo.
8
bo built of cement, of six feet In
win practice In ail courta of the ttsrrt
Urgtt North! Arliew Orculitlorv width, and in accordance with the
H E tory
and before the United Btatea larl
11
4 olttea
grade to be furnished by the city en
7
1
gineer, to be begun and completed
TBM Or SUBSCRIPTION)
Ira M. Bond.
H E
ATTOR.NKY-AT-LA82 F atreet, N.
W mall, mm rau to ada
within twenty days after legal publi
Is.oc
Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits
W
9
W.,
2
u. , pe alona, landa,
ashlntrton,
copy
W aufl. an mantk..
hereof and service of a
n cation on
9
0 patenta, copyrights, cavtata, letter pU- the owners of the property
kr amO. aaa ra..
toe hereof
H E enta, trade marka. claim
abutting thereon.
12
2
R. W. D. Bryan.
bally by Carrier, 60c per month Sec. 2. That the city marshal be
ATTORNEI-AT-LAAlbuquerque,
3
6
and nerehy is ordered to notify tne
N. M. Office. Flrai national Bank build-iproperty,
Tmm avnnn Qmn will ba aatlrarad fat the owners of the said abutting
WITH AMPLE MEAN8
of the city
law rata of W oanU par waak. ar for 60 or if they be
E. W. Dobaon.
It
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES
of Albuquerque, the agnt or person
aa Kr moth, wkan paid monthly.
ATTORNET-AT-LACromOffice
3
in charge of said property, by deliverwell block. Albu jerquo. N. M.
6
THE BANK OF COMMERCE
to aim or
ing
copy
of
ordinance
OF ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
this
a
Uwrtlili UUt lid Kaon on Application such agent in charge, then by posting
H
Jonn H. Stingie.
ATTORNET-AT-LAT.
Suite
N.
5
1,
a copy thereof in a conspicuous place
Armljo building, Albuquerque. N. M.
8
EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMODATION
9 aanfar
favar kr natffHns u
on said property within ten days from
AND
H
aaa
ARCHITECTS.
Mr
SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
af th aaaar.
the publication hereof and make due
7
return thereof to the city clerk, with
CAPITAL, $150,000.00
10 12
New York
$
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling-rord- ,
ua mMtancaa ahaala ba addnaaaa U, the manner of service thereon en
,
All
Right.
But
H
R
At
Philadelphia
tsa Qtobm PnaLaraawa OovrAirr. Draft. dorsed
building,
rooms
Barnett
on a copy hereof. And- that
2
Hazard Is a very nice type of a St. Louis
a ilka, aaatafflca and aaanaa awnr erdara
10
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phone.
the said owners thereof shall be there
9
t
aaaat ka atad aarabla
tka ardar af On by notified and ordered to build said mountain town, situated on the east Philadelphia
SOLOMON LUNA, President:
CIVIL
ENGINEERS.
bank of the north fork of the Ken
R H
At Boston
W. S. 8TRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier; W. J. Johnson
sidewalks tie full length of their re- tucky
Asa. i5ni?
7
river.
5
Boston
,
WM.
MclNTOSH
SOLOMON LUNA
D. F. MACROLLING,
spective abutting property of the maAH
It
4
10
like most other mountain towns Cleveland
C- - BALDR.DGE
A. M. BLACKWELL
O."?.
Civil
engineering,
surveying
terials and dimensions and within tne with islots
and
room
of
improvement.
for
CROMWtLt
tWoanstte
Bell 15. time above specified, and if he shall
drafting. 211 Railroad avenue.
fail thereof the city will, by authority The streets need cleaning and the
LETTER
MARKET
ponds
mud
with
filled
CONTRACTOR & BUILDER.
mer
The
rock.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA A SANTA
in it vested by legislative act of the
FE RAILWAY
should take a little more pride
CITY ORDINANCES
territory of New Mexico, entitled "An chants
In keeping tbelr store houses painted,
L,
A.
Morgan.
ReAct to Authorize the Building and
Special Correspondence.
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
pair of Sidewalks in Cles, Towns and by doing this It would look much
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 2. Heavy AND BUILDER
Imnicer
would
Estimates cheerfully
a
and
make
better
ORDINANCE No. 327.
Villages," proceed to build said side- pression
prices
in
weakness
supplies
furnished;
and
Job work eollcted. Automatic
cattie
on the visitor.
'phone 724; shop 91 1 North Second atreet,
past
week.
Notice ordinance to build of cement walk, and tax the cost of construction
the
rule
have
been
the
The railroad boom Is causing some
the Bidewalks on the south Bide of thereof against the property adjoining excitement at present, which, if It Medium weight range steers, selling Albuquerque, N. M.
for
Tijeras avenue, from First street to thereto and the owners of the same.
PHYSICIANS.
come, will make Hazard a much at $3.25 to $3.50, suitable eithersome;
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Sec. 3. All ordinances and parts of does
or f,.r tliu country, bud
Ninth street; on the south side of
pirkrs
better
town.
likely
la
The
rallroaa
not
avenue, from First street to ordinances in conflict herewith are to get there In five years, but there advantage in tne competition, and
C. H. Canner, M. D., D. O.
held steady, but common stockers and
fourth street; tin the east side of hereby repealed.
Osteopathic physician and surgeon.
Is good prospect If It coming closer.
Duly passed this 3d uay of October,
Officers and Directors.
Eighth street, from the alley to Gold
rough feeders declined 15 to 25 cents, President New Mexico Board of Osteo
Hyden
(Ky.)
Thousandstlcks.
Approved:
venue; on the east side of North j 1905.
and sold nuiir.ly at 12.75 to $3.25. pathy.
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
All
successfully
diseases
FRANK M'KEE,
Two wealthy Pittsburgers have be- Killers also fold lower, at $3.00 to treated.
Offiice
nia siren, i.om Kanroad avenue to Attest:
Barnett building.
Mayor. gun
Marquette avenue, and on the east
woik for a "smokeless Pittsburg." $3. "5 mainly, a id cows also lost 10 to Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele
HARRY F. LEE, City Clerk.
selling
including
15
canners,
cents,
side of Fourth street from Railroad
And it isn't a crusade against the
phone". Sundays by appointment.
avenue to Gold avenue.
at $2.25 to $2 6C, with a few bunches
stogy, either.
Or. J. E. Bronson.
ORDINANCE No. 328.
up to $3.u(.
Immense receipts of
Be it ordained by the city council
Homeopathic Physician.
more
receipts
Dowle
coming,
King
keep
con
calves
claims
as
a
Edward
of
vitrified
build
city
of Albuquerque, N. M., the
of the
Notice ordinance to.
Whiting Block.
Room 11.
U. S. DEPOSITORY.
building of cement, six feet in width, biiok the sidewalks on west sida of vert. The first thing he knows he'll than 40,(11)0 in tle last three weeks,
VETERINARY.
on the south side of Tijeras avenue, South First street, from Coal avenue lose some of his "particular" people. 35 per cnl more than ever before in
Authorized Capital
Dr. Blott, M. R. C. V. i.
a like period aL Kausa, City. Nice
$500,000.00
from First street to Ninth street, on and Iron avenue, on the west side of
surgeon and dentist.
"Old Grabber has broken down and light veals are scarce, and sell at
Veterinary
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
the south side of Lead avenue, from North First street, from Granite ave$250,000.00
and hogs treated by
First street to Fourth street; on the nue to Mountain Road, and on the has had to retire from business for $5.00 to $6 00, but heavy calves aver- Horses, cattle
aged medium to poor in quality, and the latest, up to date, appioved, sciDepository for Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company
east side of Eighth street, from the north side of Coal nvenue from Ed. his health."
"Well, everybody knows be wasn't sell at $3.0(1 to H.(M). Demand from entific methods. OVfeoe at Trimble's
alley to Gold avenue: on the east slrlel la veil's place to Fourth street:
the country was latter than any prev stable?. Old 'phone, 3; auto., 122.
of Noith Fifth street, from Railroad)
Be it ordained by the city councilor in business for his health."
ious time this season, ana !)au car
vcnue to Marquette avenue, and on' the city of Albuquerque, jj. M., that
FALL TERM.
Notes of the County Fair.
leads went cut. Supply of cattle tothe east side of Fourth street, from the building of vitrified brick, six feet
got
They
"Abe
Martin's"
wallet
last
27,(100
as
same
head,
day
about
the
Albuquerque
is
Business College Opens
Railroad avenue to Gold avenue, is in width, on the west aide of South year
for about $1.60, Guess that's file last Monday, but demand is better
necessary, the property abutting on First street, from Coal avenue to Iron
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Courses Bookkeeping and Penman
and prices steady on everything, cows
said 6idewalks, and the owners thereof avenue, on the west side of North reason he stayed home this year.
heard a feller say he hadn't been strong, and coin fed cattle 10 higher. ship. Shorthand, Typewriting,
Eng
being as follows
First street, from Granite avenue to in We
South side of Tijeras avenue, from Mountain Hoad, and on the north side so Bellefontaine for twenty years and Next week is the American Royal lish, Spanish and Mechanical Draw-leg- .
far had only seen small change. Live Stock Show and Sales, an event
of Coal avenue, from Ed Lavell's place
rirsi street to Ninth street:
DAY AND EVENING SESSION.
Block, "A," in A. & B. addition to Fourth street, is necessary, the Guess he was one of them light ling- which always brings a large attendFor particulars call or address
OF ALBUQUERQUE
ance of feeder buyers looking for
property abutting on said sidewalks ered fellers.
Frank A. Hubbell.
Dad Winters, 72, went early, stayed high class stuff.
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
Lot 6, In. Baca & Trimble addition, and the owners thereof being as folfor the show and missed the last car.
R. O. STOLL, Secretary.
Sheep receipts last week 57,000
. r . J rotter.
lows:
Some of the boys would buy canal head, run today 7,000. Prices declinLibrary building, East Railroad aveLot 1, in Powell & Prager addition
West side of South First street, be- boats,
if they sold them at the fair ed 15 to 25 cents on killing sheep and nue.
Angelo Gianini.
CAPITAL .
tween Coal avenue and Iron avenue:
.$100,000.00
lambs last week, but demand from
Lot 2, in Powell & Prager addition
Lot 3, block "A," A. & P. addition, grounds.
DEPOSITS
ASSAYERS.
.1250,000.00.
Henry's
HI
baby
very
enough
hold
is
country
was
large
to
sick
from
Angelo Gianini.
the
Gust. E. Gustafson.
prices nearlyjteady on that kind. A
Lot 3, In Po,f.& Prater addition,
Lot 4, block "A," A. & P. addition, eating a red balloon.
CORBET & COLLINS,
Several of the "Peasants" aie suf consignment of 22 doubles of breed- Civil and Mining Engineers. United
We have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
Gust. E. Gustafson.
ing ewes from Idaho sold late last
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we should like
Lot 4, in Powell & Prater addition,
West Bide of North First street, ferlng from "pop corn insulation."
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
figured
on
102
Pete
Hall
going
pounds.
two
days,
weighing
an
4.50,
opportunity to show you our superior facilities.
week at
Augeio uianini.
from Granite avetue to Mountain
ASSAYERS.
but after he got home Thursday night Feeding lambs sell at $5.50 to $6.00. East side of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
Lot 5, In Powell & Prager addition, road:
he
0
give
he'd
a
discovered
strong,
a
for
feller
lambs
Angelo Gianini.
Market today is
Lot 2, block 1, Northern addition,
O. N. MARRON, President.
warm vest on two fives for a ten.
D. A. McPHERSON, Vice President.
slaughter at $6.00 to $6.75, wethers
Lot 6, in Powell & Prager addition, Irena Tartaglia.
Sam Farmer is building an addi- and yearlings $4.60 to $5.00, ewes
J. B. HERNDON. Cashier. ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.
Angelo Gianini.
Lot 3, block 2, Northern addition,
0
tion to his hog exhibit.
Tell you $4.00 to $4.40. Demand is plenty large
Block 4, part of the estate of Am- Irena Tartaglia.
no
race
there's
over
suicide
at Sam's enough to absorb and runs likely to
brosia Garcia:
8
Lot 7, block 2, Northern addition, place. Cozy
Corners correspondence, come, and prices will be governed by We sell the famous Trlxy Hose for
Block 4. part of the estate of Am- Rosa Tagliaferrl.
de(O.)
Bellefontaine
will
boys and girls. There is no other
Examiner.
volume of receipts, as on that
brosia Garcia, G. Badaracco.
North side of Coal avenue, from
pend the amount of competition Hose as good for wear. The price is
Block 4, part of the estate of Am- Ed. Lavell's place to Fourth street.
no
say,
aroused. That is to
there is
20c per pair. Other kind, 10c and 15c
brosia Garcia, A. Vlviana.
Section, 1. That the above describ0
danger of the market becoming de- the pair. Try a pair and be conBlock 4, part of the estate of Am- ed sidewalks be and hereby are orThe
Plumbing & Heating Co.
moralized.
vinced.
brosia Garcia, Angelo Gianini.dered to be built of Vitrified brick, six
Boston school shoes for boys and
Lot 1, Fritz Greening addition, R. feet in width, and in accordance with
I. H. COX, Manager.
girls, the kind that will stand hrad
W. D. Bryan.
STOCK SALES
the grade to be furnished by the city
Iron Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam and
knocks.
Lot 2, Fritz Greening addition,
engineer, and in accordances with the
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room fixFor Boys, 90c, $1, $1.25, $1.40 and
ordinances of the said city of AlbuSpecial Correspondence.
up to $2. i
tures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.
querque, New Mexico, governing the
Lot 3, Fritz Greening addition,
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 29. Some
For Girls, $1.15, $1.40 and up to $2.
building of vitrified brick Bidewalks,
sales of Panhandle and New Mexico
Auto. 'Phone, 671.
412 W. Railroad Ave.
Colo. 'Phone, 234.
Underwear for boys and girls, 15c
Lot 4, Fritz Greening addition, Jas. to be begun and completed within
at Kansas City this week:
cattle
to
a
ment.
Scully.
35c
gai
twenty days after the legal publica
Monilav, Sept. 25, 1905
Union suits for Girls, 40c to 50c.
Lot 5, Fritz Greening addition, Jas. tion hereof and service of a copy hereK. H. White, Canyon City, Texas,
Scully.
of on the owners of the property abut
2ti cows, 711 pounds, 3.00; 80 cows,
Lot 1, block 53, N. M. T. Co., O. N. ting thereon.
1054 The Cash
5 bulls,
2.45;
705
pounds,
Buyers' Union 0 "OLD RELIABLE"
ESTABLISHED 1878
Marron.
Sec. 2. That the city marshal ne,
pounds, $2.10.
Lot 2, block 53, N. M. T. Co., O. N. and hereby is ordered to notify the
Automatic 'Phone, 592.
E. T. Davis, Benomle, Texas, 267
Lm
Q
Marron.
respective owners of the said abutting
cows, 821 pounds, $2.50; 57 heifers, WM. DOLDE, Prop.
122 N. 2d St.
of the
Lot 3, block 53, N. M. T. Co., O. N. lots, or if they be
773 pounds,
$2.60; 32 steers, 923
Marron.
city of Albuquerque, then the agent or
pounds, $3.00.
CXZXZZJ
Ixt 4, block 53, N. M. T. Co., O. N. person In charge of said lots, by deShelton & H., Shamrock, Texas,
livering' a copy of this ordinnnce to
Marron.
69
$3.50;
pounds,
151
940
steers,
The Liquor Question.
Lot 6, block 53, N. M. T. Co., O. N. each of them or such agents or percalves, 270 pounds, $3.40.
$25 California $25
Marron.
son in charge, or if there be no such
Tuesday, Sept. 26, 1905
"I spent over an hour over at Purs-ley'- s
by
6,
M.
53,
block
charge,
Lot
N.
T. Co., O. N. agent or person in
then
G. C. Ferguson, Clarendon, Texas,
house, the other evening."
Second Class Colonist Rates
Marron.
posting a copy thereof in a conspicu29 canners, 708 pounds, $1.85.
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
"Enjoy yourself?"
South side of Lead avenue, from ous place on said respective lots withIn the Southwest.
E. M. White, Petersburg, Texas, 74
"I should say not. He's the most Inpassage
hereof;
in ten days from the
First street to Fourth street:
hospitable fellow I ever knew, poorest cows, 743 pounds, $2.40; 42 cows, 672
Sept.
to
15
Oct.
31
3fi,
1,
M.
N.
T. Co., addi- and make due return thereof to tae entertainer I ever saw."
block
Lot
pounds, $2.00; 36 calves, 219 pounds,
AND
city clerk, with the manner of serv- tion, E. H. Dunbar.
"That's extactly
he is. He's $3.50.
lx)t 13, block 3U, N. M. T. Co. addl- - ice thereof endorsed on a copy hereof. so Inhospitable he what
heif55
Texas,
Close,
Lelia,
T.
J.
wouldn't
entertain
Stopovers allowed In Calition, Jos. Barnett.
:Aud the said respective owners there- - a proposition."
ers, 831 pounds, $2.65; 63 calves, 292
ALBUyUKKUE, N. M. Q
Lot 14. block 36, N. M. T. Co, addi-- of shall be tliereby notified and or
fornia. For particulars, call
pounds, $3.75.
tlon, Emilia Yrissari.
clered to build said sidewalk the full
Emma Goldman has gone to work
on any agent.
A. S. Bassett, Amarillo, Texas, 46
Lot 15, block 36, N. M. T. Co. addi- length of the respective abutting lots in New York as a hair dresser. Emma steers, 583 pounds, $3.25; 22 steers,
H. S. LTJTZ.
tion, Emilia Yrissari.
20
of the materials and dimensions, and evidently has cut loose from lier old 580 pounds, $2.85;
cows, 839
Agent.
J. J. BYRNE,
Lot 16, block 36, N. M. T. Co. addi- within the time above specified, and Anarchist friends, as she is in a line pounds, $2.40.
G. P. A., Los. Angeles, Cal.
tion, Emilia Yrissari.
if the respective owners shall
fail of business for which they have no
XV. Good, Quanah, Texas, 157 calves,
We are now prepared to figure on cement walks. We use first class
17, block 36, N. M. T. Co. addi- thereof, the city will, by authority in use.
240
pounds, $3.55; 75 cows, 894
material and employ competent workmen, which Justifies us In givtion, Emilia Yrissari.
It vested by legislative act of the terpounds, $2..rni; 50 steers, 607 pounds, IXIXXTXYXXXXXXXXXXTXXXTrXX
ing you a positive guarantee.
Our prices will compare favoiably
"There's a man who carries more $4.00.
Lot 18, bloc k 36, N. M. T. Co. addi ritory of New Mexico, entitled: "An
with responsible competition.
figures in his head than any two men
tion, Emilia Yrissari.
Ac t to Authorize the Building and Re
R. C. Sorter, Pampa, Texas, 62
WILLING
HELPERS
a.A 1, block 37. N. M. T. Co. addipaid oi ciuewaiiis in titles, Towns In the city."
cows, 743 pounds, $2.45.
tion, Mary .1. llohder.
"Bank cashier or professor of mathand Villages," proceed to build said
Wednesday, Sept. 27, 1905
AUTOMATIC PHONE 711.
Lot 2. hlook 37. N. M. T. Co. addi- sidewalk and tax t'.ie cost of the con- ematics in some school?"
Springer, N. M., 28
A. Montoya,
What's the use of a helper If aT
.1.
".Neither.
He owns the largest steers, 502 iounds,, $2.60; 36 cows,
tion, Mary
struction thereuf against the rcspe:-ivRender.
a
he
willing?
Willingness
Is
Isn't
Lot 3, block 37. N. M. T. Co. addilots adjoining thereto and the own diessinaking establishment in town." 7t2 pounds, $2.25.
"
OCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJCXjCXX
an ample mantle which will al- ers ol the same.
tion, Marv J. Bonder.
it. F. Stine, Mendota. Texas, 33
most cover all the sins of eery-bus
Kansas
census
taken
:i(
and steers,
Duly passed this
a'
day of October,
Lot 4. block 37. N. M. T. Co. addi$2.90; 18 cows,
j
pounds,
Ice. Hut a classified advertise- - 4
boasts of a population of more than 812 pounds, $2.65.
l'JUD.
Approved:
tion, C. A. Moore.
WE HAVE HIT THE MARK
ment in The Evening Citizen is a
a million and a half. Looks like an
FRANK M'KFH.
Lot 5, block 37. N. M. T. Co. addi& H., Childress, Texas,
Swearengen
willing
a
helper
ia
only
error,
not
that
but
is
boasts
word.
the
Mayor.
Attest:
14,"i calves, 2S5 pounds, $3.40.
tion, C. J. Youngroot.
a absoultely competent, but also Is
HAIIUY F. LEK, City Clerk.
Lot 6, block 37. N. M. T. Co. addiU.
P. Hmton, Pampa, Texas, 89
H.
says
(irover
Anthony
a a willing worker. It works all
Susan
that
tion. M. P. Stamm.
792 pounds, $2.40; 20 calves, 176 a
cows,
Cleveland's talk is hash.
the time for you. . It Is the best
Possibly pounds, $r.00.
Lot 7, block 37, N. M. T. Co. addi- ALBUQUERQUE HORSEMEN
'
that's why
and most economical publicity in
tion. M. P. Stamm.
ARE APPRECIATIVE. make him the women are trying to
K. Hart ey, Springer, N. M., 21
on
C.
the world.
cat his words.
Lot S, block 37. N. M.
Co. addi-Co- . From the Otitic.
si eel s, '.Mi. pounds, $3.10 ; 92 steers,
7"V, pounds,
tion. M. P. Stamm.
The undersigned Albuquerque and
23
I II1111
steers, 1044 I 1 1 1
$2.75;
"1 wouldn't call Good man a handagnail
addi-Co- .
Lot 9, block 37. N. M.
Colorado horsemen wish lo express some man, but he has a strong face." pounds, $3.uo.
GO
ALBUQUERQUE
TO
PLANTHE
s
tion, F. II. Kent.
publicly their gratitude to the
H. Valilez, Springer, N. M., 61 cows,
my boy; exercise did it."
"Kxerclse,
ING MILL
addl-Co- .
871 pounds. $2.50.
Lot I", block 37, N. M,
and management of the northj.
When you want any mill work done.
Crf
vHt.
tlon, F. H. Kent.
Wu Ting I'ang declares be will reIt. Walsh. Texas, 33 cows, 976 XVe
ern New Mexico fair association for
See
Man
get
waiting.
you
keep
don't
We
addl- the excellent treatment accorded them tire.
Lot 11, block 37, N. M.
Since doilKing that dynamite pounds, $2.7.",; 33 cows 912 pounds, out your work promptly. Our motto:
during the race meet. We have been Ixmib, Wu doesn't feel that he should $2.4.",.
tion, F. II. Kent.
no pay we all work."
AM) GOLD AVE.
FOURTH
Some sales of Arizona and New "No work,
Iot 12, block 37, N. M. T. Co. addi thoroughly well pleused with all the remain in office just because bo's untlon, F. H. Kent.
Mexico sheep here? this week:
features of the fair and will come der fire.
Evening
foi
Cltisen
The
itarlbe
Monday, Sept. 25, 1905
Lot 1, bloc k 38, N. M. T. Co. addl again next year. We wish also to exKXXXXXXXXXXXXXOOCXXXXXXr)l
He DidrVt: Bear No Grudge.
K. S.
tion, M. E. church.
press our regret at the illness of Col.
Arizonu, 6o0 lambs,
I would just like to know why men
67 pounds, $ii.35.
aA 2, block as. N. M T. Co. addi-T- . R. K. Twitchell, the energetic presithe
lava
are so Jealous hearted that they will
Tuesday, Sept. 26, 1905
tlon, M. E. church.
dent of tile fair association.
AND CURE the
not even speak to one another. Now.
L. Ycager,
LUNGS
IxK 3, block 38. N. M
it. 11. (iKKKNI.EAF.
Arizona, 632 ' feeding
Co. add!-T- .
right here I want to say that I have lambs, 66 pounds, $5.85.
tion, M. E. church.
II. ISU'ICHKK.
11. Miller, Arizona, 7'K yearlings, 86
two uncles and a number of cousins
Co. addi- Lot 4, block 38, N. M
M. liKKOKK.
WITH
w ho won't speak to me, but God bless pounds,
A K K I.HVY.
tion, M,. E. church.
SANTA FE, N. M.
$1"; 215 lambs, 66 pounds,
t.hem, I love them just the same.
$6.10.
T. J. SHIN'H'K.
East piile of North Fifth street,
Whit well correspondence,
Wednesday. Sent. 27. 1905
Scquacho
LOT IS Ml'Kl.i.KR.
XV.
451 lambs, 61
(Tenn.) News.
T. Mclntyre,
Hi:UT JOHNSON.
pounds,
t;.mi; 251 sheep and yearRUB ON
Price
THE FORTY-SEVENT- H
YEAR BEGINS SEPT. 4, '05
Long Enough to Be Broke.
lings, 82 pi.iiuds, $1.70; 276 feeding
See the window display of the Rio
4 $1.00
OUGHS and
50c
you
FORfJ
"Why
attendon't
more
devote
lambs, 54 pounds, $5.65.
Grande Woolen Mills at the Globe
Trial.
Free
Thursday, Sept 28, 1905
store, then ask for those $'i.5u wa.k-in- tion to Harold," said the young woman
2590
managing the lemonade
who was
XV. T. Mclntyre, New Mexico.
skirts.
ttureat and Uuickeat Cure lor fill
BRO. BOTULPH,
stand at the church fair.
feeding lambs, 44 pounds, $5.40; US
PRESIDENT
THROAT an.l LUNG TROUBand the Rheumatism's gone,
SARATOGA
!t
the
CHIPS FRESH EV- use?''
"What's
retorted the one wcihcrs,
LE d, or MONEl BACK.
pounds, $4.60.
ERY DAY AT MALOY'S.
who was "running" for an automobile. "He's been here more than an hour
PfM AftwiWM OltMtchM.

Capital and Surplus

$100,000
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and good furniture are synonymous. While we make
of medium and high grade furniture we also carry
a line of cheap furniture, and are In a position to cater to all
tastes and pocketbooks.' We can sell you a cook stove for $7 or
70; we can sell you a bed for $2.75 or $40; a chair for 60 cents
or $25; a rocker for $1.50 or $30; a dresser for $6 or $G5; a table
for $1 or $40; a mattress for $1 or $8. Other articles too numerous to mention, .but If you will call around we will take pleasure
In showing you. "GET THE HABIT."

EMMONS

y

J. D. EMMONS
Successor to Futrello Furniture Co., Corner Coal Ave. and 2d St.

ooooooooo

Failro&d Topics

o

0

national government. I do not believe
in taking steps hastily, and it may be
that all that Is necessary in the immediate future Is to pass an Interstate
commerce bill conferilng upon some
E. O. Corliss, foreman of the bridge branch of the executive government
and buildings gang at Alamogordo un- the power of effective action to remder Mr. Mustain, has tendered his re- edy the abuses in connection with rail'
signation to take effect at once. He way transportation.'
"We request and demand of our repwill take a position under Mr. Martin,
formerly general manager of the El resentatives in congress active and
with PresiPaso & Northeastern, out In Arizona. harmonious
dent Roosevelt along theBe lines, to
It Is reported that F. H. Stone, for the end that corporate rapacity, extormerly superintendent of the Alamo- tion and abuses may be subdued and
gordo & Sacramento, at Alamogordo, abolished and the sovereignty of the
will go to Raton, N. M., and take a people over corporations fully, promptposition as superintendent
of con- ly and permanently established.
"We believe that the giving of free
struction on the road being built out
of that place and of which Mr. Ded-ma- transportation upon railways is detrimental to the Interests of the people,
is superintendent.
and recommend that a law be enacted
E, H. Maggard, who at one time was by the legislature of this state to proagent at El Paso for the El Paso & hibit It."
Northeastern,
has been appointed
PENALTY FOR LISTENING
general local agent for the SouthwestTO FASHION NOT REASON
ern at El Paso, and succeeds G. C.
Tripped by the high heel of her
Myser, who goes to St. Louis. Mr.
Maggard has been with the South- shoe, Mrs. Deland F. Stevens, daughter-iof John F. Stevens, chief
western recently as general yard mas- n-law
ter and wili remain In that capacity engineer In charge of the constructiona
as well as the one he was appointed of the Panama canal, fell dqwn
flight of stairs in the Kansas City
I
to.
Union depot recently and lay stunned
Biood
and bleeding on a landing.
HANDLED 100,000 PIECES OF
BAGGAGE AT ENCAMPMENT flowed from a cut on her forehead,
From August 30 to September 10, covering her face and the front of her
92,767 pieces of baggage were check- clothing. She was picked up and cared by the baggage department at the ried to a seat and Dr. Chappell and
Union deiot, says the Denver News. Dr. Pickard were summoned. They
Of this amount 51,300 pieces were re- found she was not dangerously hurt.
Mrs. Stevens was on the way from
ceived and 11,458 pieces forwarded.
In addition to that a large amount was, Little Rock, Ark., to Trenton, Mo.,
received and forwarded during this her former home, to. visit her mother,
time In special cars, not checked, Mrs. S. II. Bagley. Her husband, D.
which would increase the number to F. Stevens, Is employed In the office
at least 100,000 pieces. During the of W. S. Tinsman, general superinmonth of September the total number tendent of the Choctaw division of
of pieces handled was 170,205, being the Rock Island railway, at Little
an increase of 03,200 over the month Rock.
of September, 1904.
SHOULD APPLY ALSO
TO PASSENGER CARS
GEORGIA INCREASES
Orders have been issued on the
RAILWAY TAXES.
By the decision of the board of tax Pittsburg, Fort Wayne & Chicago railthat no 'freight cars with a capaarbitrators of Georgia, In the appeal road
of the Atltantic Coast line against the city of 60,000 pounds or less must be
placed ahead of a heavier car In makassessment made by the comptroller ing
up a train. The large steel cars,
of the state, the company Is required
of which there is a large number runto pay taxes on a valuation of
the ning on this line, have a capacity of
on Us 668 miles within
100,000 pounds.
They weigh 45,000
state. Of this, the physical property pounds.
This Is total weight of 145,-00- 0
Is assessed at $9,126,038, and the franpounds. When a number of these
chises at $3,514,570. In its returns to
in the rear of lighter cars
the comptroller the company had es- cars are
momentum, in case of a sudden
timated the value of its property at their
$10,692,912, being $8,165,342 for phys- stop or in going down grade, is such
ical property and $2,464,570 for fran- as to badly strain and sometimes
chise. The arbitrators increase tni twist and crush the small cars. For
that reason all the lighter cars are to
estimate by $2,010,696.be placed In the rear of the heavier
ones. It Is said that hereafter the
TO TEST THE
WISCONSIN TAX LAW. Pennsylvania railroad will build no
A eult to test the validity of the cars of less than 50,000 pounds capacWisconsin law providing for the taxa- ity and very few of that size.
tion of railway property within the
6tate qn an advalorem basis has be- THE SANTA FE BUSY
WITH COLORADO MINES
gun In the circuit court at Madison at
During the past six month an Imthe Instance of the Chicago & Northwestern. Previous to the passage of mense sura of money has been exTopeka &
the law two years ago the roads paid pended by the Atchison, development
a cash fee as a license, based on Santa Fe railroad in the
gross earnings. Under the present of coal fields held by the company in
law the valuation of properties Is the vicinity of Florence, says the DenThe company has
fixed by the state tax commission, ver Republican.
which last year raised the taxes from built spur? to where the coal veins
$1,900,000 to $2,400,im0, and promises have been opened and it Is prodicted
the mines
further increase this year. The ba- that within a short time
sis of the suit is alleged lack ott uni- will not only produce enough coal for
the use of the Colorado divisions of
formity in taxation.
the road, but will have a qu:vtlty
each month to place on the market.
RAILWAY COMMISSION
DEMANDS THE NAMES
The railroad company holds large
tracts of iand In the vicinity of FlorThe rai'road commission of Arkan- ence, much of which coal is known to
sas at Us regular meeting on Septem- exist. In many places the' veins have
ber 30, adopted a resolution in effect been opened and mines are already
Spurs
that ail roads that carry passengers producing small quantities.
in the state be required to furnish the from the main line to the points
commission on or before October 11, where the veins have been uncovered
1905, "with the names of all persons have been building since last spring
to whom they have furnished free or and are now in almost every inreduce;! rate transportation, and the stance completed and the active prokind of free or reduced rate transpor- duction of coal by the road will soou
tation furnished each of said individ- begin.
uals, and under what provision of the
statutes of the state such transporta- REPORTED EARNINGS
tion was so furnished." The commisOF TEXAS RAILROADS.
sion has notified the roads to furnish
Statements of the earnings of the
the information indicated In this reso- various railroads of the state of Texas
lution from January 1, 1905, to date.
have been received, and are as follows:
NEBRASKA REPUBLICANS ON
The International & Great Northern,
RAILWAY ISSUES for the fiscal year:
Gross earnings,
The republican party of Nebraska, $'.31S,8fi.33. divided as follows:
in convention assembled, has adopted
$2,858,131.40; interstate and
a platform containing, among other foreign, $2,952,421.29, and $508,308.55
statements, the following:
of
unapportioned and not capable
"Wo believe strictly in the princi- separation.
ple of equality befcire the law, as apGeneral Attorney Freeman of the
plied to the transportation business, Texas & Pacific, filed a statement of
and therefore demand immediate re- earnings of that road, which was as
lief through the enforcement of ex- follows: Gross earnings, $12,642,340.-64- ,
isting laws or through amendatory
apportioned as follows: Interstate
legislation from the payment of re and foreign, $5,454,375.33; Luisiana
bates to favoiite shippers, and unlaw (k Arkansas, $2,376,8H3.71 : mail,
;
Louful and wrongful discriminations bo
express,
$L'88,21
tween communities and Individuals, isiana & Arkansas, miscellaneous,
both in the state and in the nation.
miscellaneous and not susceptiWith unbounded confidence in the ble of division, $353,848.36; Texas loIntegrity and statesmanship of Presi cal earnings, $3,838,826.69. Both redent Roosevelt, we heartily approve ports were filed with the usual pro
in which he test attached.
his recent utterances
says: 'I believe that all corporations
Judge Freeman filed statements of
commerce gross earnings of two small roads, and
in
engaged
Interstate
should be under the supervision of the paid tax thereon under protest.
Tbe Weatherford, Mineral Wells. &
Northwestern railroad reported gross
earnings of $92,203.21, paying a tax
n

$12,-40,60- 8
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shun Coifee and Tea
when training, and use

POSTUM
FOOD COFFEE.
da

you u a little
strength to advantage?
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RESOURCES
-

Loans and Discounts,

LIABILITIES

-

Capital and Profits,"
Circulation, ,
Deposits,

$1,191,220.39

Bonds, Stocks, Real Estate,

63,222j&0

Banking House and Furniture, ,
United States Bonds, $ 323,000.00

33,509.00

Cash and Exchange,

0

-

285,030.28

0

200,000.00
-

0

2,470,928.21

0

1340,015.50

0

1,663,015.50

Total,

CRUDENESS'OF TRACK

-

Total,

$2,955,958.49

0

$2,955,958.49

0

AND ITS ROADBED
During the recent convention of the
Maintenance of
Roadmasters' and
Way association, which was held at
Niagara Falls, many committee reports of interest were presented. One
of these related to track surface and
line and some of It follows:
It is difficult t imagine a mechanical appliance more crude and at once
more complicated than tiie niodera
railroad track. Two parallel bars of
steel fastened u ).'a blocks of wccl,
whu.U aie in turu imbedded In loosely
broken stone, posnVy gravel, often
mother earth. The improvement of
the locomotive's highway has certainly failed to keep pace with the rapid
advance of the locomotive Itso'?. True,
the field is not so extensive, yet the
opportunities for improvement are decidedly in evidence.
The modern railroad track is expected to, and necessarily must, carry
safely the immense weight of the locomotive with its train of heavily
loaded cars, must be firm enough to
withstand the various strains transmitted to it by the different motions
of the rapidly moving trains. It muBt
react against a downward pressure,
must counteract a lateral thrust, now
attacking it here, now with a surreu-nee- s
that Is of Itself disastrous tians-ferrlnits force to the opposite side.
Then the rolling, wave like motions
have to be met and provided for. All
althese different motoins, occuring abmost simultaneously, have to be
sorbed, first by the steel rail, then the
ties, finally the ballast or roadbed.
The more gradual this absorption, the
more nearly the locomotive and its
tiain preserve their equilibrium, the
less strain is given both the rolling
stock and track, and a closer approach is gained .to "easy riding"
g
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Evening Citizen YVantsI
Ona Cent

Making a Hit

Per Word for Each Insertions

T7ITH

To Iflsare proper classification id for this talsma mart be la tbe office before 3 o'clock
p. m. Ads phootd receive tbe him careful attantiea (bat it flveo to ads broagkt to office.

56ure you of consideration for every position yon
competent to till no matter where located. Our

Are

booklets tell how we can bring your ability to the
attention f f hundreds of employers who need high
trade men for Executive, Clerical, Technical and
Salesman positions paying from 1,000 to S,0U(J
a year. Oihcea In 1 i cities.

Hapgoodt (lae.). Brain Broktn
917 Chemical Building. St. Louis

WANTED
WANTED Clean fags. Inquire at
The Citizen olllce.
WANTED Washing and ironing. 315
West Copper avenue.
WANTED
rhree paiuters, highest
wages. C. A. Hudson.
WANTED
Hoouiers and Hoarders.
417 West Silver avenue.
Girl to assist with cookWANTED
ing and housework. 315 South Third
street.
At once, a competent girl
WANTED
for general housework. Apply 623
Keleher avenue.
Man to work around city
WANTED
home. Oood position for responsible
man. "A.," this office.
Girl
WANTED
for general
small family, good
wages. 723 South Edith street
WANTED Ladies to bring their hair
work to Mrs. H. E. Rutherford. AH
kinds done to order. 113 Iron ave
nue
A white gentleman cook
WANTED
for hotel; good salary; apply at
once to European hotel, Gallup, New
house-foousewor-

Given the proper weight of rail, so
aa to lend rigidity to the track, sound
ties uniformly spaced to give an even
bearing to the rail, proper quality and
depth of ballast to form a suitable
cushion, good drainage to counteract
the effect or moisture, the remaining
factors are good line and Burface,
which should be maintained without
Mexico
the traveling public knowing there is WANTED
Gentlemen's second-hanany work going on. - Renewal of ties
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
and surfacing of ground should not be
south of viaduct. Send address and
noticeable when riding over the track.
will call. K. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
The work should be so arranged and WANTED
By Chicago wholesale
performed that renewals and surfacing
and mail order house, assistant
work will go on simultaneously withmanager (man or woman) for this
out temporarily breaking up the surcounty and adjoining territory. Salface of the track.
ary $20 and expenses paid weekly;
Work
expense money advanced.
MISTAKE.
A DANGEROUS
pleasant; position permanent. No
investment or experience required.
Albuquerque Mother Should Not NeWrite at once for full particulars
glect Kidney Weakness in
envelope.
and enclose
Children.
Thomas J. Cooper & Co., 132 Lake
Most children have weak kidneys.
street, Chicago, 111.
The earliest warning is bed- - wetting.
MALE HELP WANTED
Later comes backache, headache, WANTED A man to sell tea. coffee,
languor.
spices, extract, etc., in Albuquerque
'Tis a mistake to neglect these trouand other towns. Liberal commisbles.
sion paid; bond required and wagon
To blame tbe child for its own disfurnished. Write Grand Union Tea
tress.
Co., Denver, Colo., 1523 Lawrence
kidneys
to
cure
the
Seek
street,
kidney
deadly
Save the child from
WANTED By Chicago manufacturIlls.
ing house, person of trustworthiness
Doan'a Kidney Pills cure sick kidand somewhat familiar with local
neys.
territory as assistant in branch ofJ. A. Skinner, dea'er in staple and
fice. Salary $18 paid weekly. Perfajicy groceries, 216 West Railroad
manent position. No investment reavenue, says: "Some time ago there
quired.
Previous experience not
came to my notice a case of a child
Address,
essential to engaging.
whose control over the kidney secreManager Branches, Como Block,
tions was limited. The parents proChicago.
cured for it poan's Kidney Pills at the
Alvarado Pharmacy, and the treat-i- i
FOR RENT
lent, according to directions for chile? Apply
1
N'T
E
It
FOR
to
addition
was
In
commenced.
dren,
to F. F. Trotter.
the limited control there was considerable backache, the complications FOR KENT Rooms, with board. 3'
fully proving that in some way the
South Third street.
kidneys were either weakened or ov- FOR RENT Two furnished n.
erexcited. The treatment of Doan's
for light housekeeping. Inqul
Kidney Piils so strengthened the kid300 North Broadway.
neys that the annoyance ceased."
ing
RENT Nice room, ev
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 FOR
Secnew and pleasant. 415 N
Co., Buffalo,
cents.
ond street.
N. Y., sole agents for the United
l,v the
FOR KENT Furnished i
Slates.
.. Tijeras
week or month at C24
Remember tbo name Doan's and
avenue.
57
..
take uo other.
(ire rooms,
FOR RENT Two
THERE IS MONEY
centrally located.
ire 312 West
In taking subscriptions
to the Four
Lead avenue.
Track News, the great illustrated FOR RENT Two
nt rooms, sult-ifmonthly magazine of travel and edu415 North
for man ?
able
cation. A quick seiier. Very liberal
Second street
mrd if preferred.
Agents
Large
profits.
terms.
wanted
cheap rooms for
RENT
everywhere. Write George H. Daniels, FOR
light housing.
Mrs. H. E.
7
Publisher,
East 42nd Street, New
Rutherfor
rner of Broadway and
York, for full particulars.
Iror avr
nicely furnished
Faith Not Necessary.
FOR RE.Two
You may be Just as skeptical and pes
rooms
In
light housekeeping.
Kodol will
Bimistic as you please.
quire
irs. J. C. Martin, 501 North
digest what you eat whether you eat
hoc
street.
or not. You can put your food In a Fun
j.'T Apartments
in Park
bowl, pour a little Kodol Dyspepsia
V
terrace, eight rooms each;
Cure on it and It will digest it the
throughout.
H.
rn equipment
same as it will In your stomach. It
I'llton. room 19. Grant block.
of $962.03.
help but cuie Indigestion and Dycan't
RENT Two large stoie rooms
Penison & Pacific Suburban earn- spepsia. It is curing hundreds and
are house and twelve living rooms,
ings, $7,960.43; tax, $79.60.
thousands some had faith and some
suitable
for hotel purposes, with
The Beaumont, Sour Lake & West- didn't. Kodol will cure you if medi
large yard In rear and all neces
ern also paid. Its earnings were
cine can cure you, whether you
sary outhouses.
Kverythirur new
aud taxes $237.23.
in it or not. Sold by all
and modern. Mrs. Brault, corner of
Broadway and Maiquette avenue.
PARTICULARS OF STRIKE
AMONG THE GREEKS.
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE.
FOR SALE
A special dispatch from l)u:aug.
401 West
Railroad avenu
Jell
Colo, to the Denver Republican, dated phone black 265-2- .
MONEY500wih
0VNERNEED3
All home
.ing.
October 2. says:
buy $1,000 equity in a nine room
goods every day.
Fresh
A riot by angry Greeks on the line
frame house, in the Highlands, lot
to
of tlio Hio Grande broad gau,-,- e
See the window display
100x142, east front; shade and fruit
.he Rio
Farmington today caused an appeal Grande Woolen Mills ;
trees, barn and ctilcken house. Best
Globe
for heln to Sheriff W. J. Thompson, ftore. tben ask for those
50 walkstiPet in town. This is a bargain.
at ujou. Sheriff Boone Vaughan, of ing sklrU
Address P. O. B. 114. city.
d

'

Posu-r-Milbur-

1

e.

-

la what wo are doing wKh every
one who teate Its doMoloue flavor and strengthening pMilUe.
Thero la no warm weather feav
araga that can oemparo with
this refraahlng drink an a
day.. It la not only pleaaant to
taste, but la Invigorating arwi
wholesome. $3 per case of two
dozen quartos; $2 par case of
two dozen pints.

way.
FOR SALE Two young canary birds,
guaranteed singers. Call at No. 6ul
Tijeras avenue.
FOR SALE Oil KENT Ranch of 161)
acres;
house, alfalfa, orchard, all irrigable; will sell all or
part. Box 46, city.
FOR SALE A gentle lainily driving
horse, with harness and buggy; or
separate. For particulars see Rev.
Solllo, 224 Soutb Walter street.
tvR SALE Engine. Owing to enlarging our power plant we offer for
power,
sale one 8x12,
Buckeye automatic cutoff engine, for $250. Can be Been In
operation at our mill. It Is an excellent machine. The John Becker
company, Belen, N. M..

Southwestern Brewery
Auto. Phone 292.

Santa

Co
Money
Loan
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and aa high
aa $200.00. Loans are quickly made
One
and strictly private.
Time:
month to one year given. Goods remain In your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO,
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of tbe world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Orant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
WHERE TO DINE WELL.

Fe Central Railway System
ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.

way, via Torrance, N. M.
.
...
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS,
S. B. GRIMSHAW,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT,' Asst. Secy, and Treas.
3'
A- - I
GRIMSHAW,
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
Traveling Frt and Pass. AgL
utratHAL offices
8ANTA FE. N. M.
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VISIBLE TYPEWRITERS

The best machine In the
world. This Is no experiment, but has been tested and tried, and has

NEW TIMP JARD
EASTF
a. m.;
No.
11:59
12:09

days.

0
0

UNDERWOOD

RESTAURANT

MEALS AT ALL HOURS. Quick
time, good service, at reasonable
prices. Tbe nearest place in Albuquerque to Santa Fe depot. OpeM
day and night. Bar in connection.
LYNN, HAVEN BAY, an;' BLUE
POINT OYSTERS In any s
First
,lte destreet and Sliver avenue,
pot. Meal tickets, 21 me
,r $5.

No. 2, Atlantic

Colo. Phone IS

Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship tickets to all narta
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N. M., with the El Paso & Southwestern,
and Chicago, Rock Island & Paniflc Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific rail-

on

re

Ice Company

&

ASK FOR DIAMOND ICH.

SUNSHINE

LOST

LOST Small, black purse, containing $10 in currency. Finder pleace
return by mall to Menaul school.

8ANTA

era

Pilsner Boor

FOR SALE Oood horse, buggy and
OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT
harness, cheap, 722 South Broad'Without danger to your present connection we

$76,-602.9-

Athletes

0

0

AT THE CLOSE OP BUSINESS,

"Upon being refused transportation
the men became angry and began demolishing the Denver & Rio Grande 0
property and tearing up the track.
About 3 o'clock this afternoon
the
sheriff of San Juan county arrived 0
fiom Aztec with a posse of men and
a special arrived from Farmington
men, to quell the riot- 0
with forty-fivers."
Late this evening It was stated that
the officers and men held a parley and
hostilities ceased, upon the agreement
of the company to bring the men to
Durango. The work of repairing the
track then began and a train is expected to arrive soon after midnight.

track.

0

0

e

transportation.

PACE THREE.

e

Judge Field, of Indianapolis, Ind.,
has been elected a director of the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, succeeding H. A. Hickman, of Chicago.

-

San Juan county, New Mexico, Bent In
a call for relief, requesting Sheriff
Thompson to take' a special train from
Durango to the state line, with a
strong posse to assist In quelling the
Oieeks, eighty-fivin number, who,
armed to the teeth, were tearing up
railway track, having already destroyed nearly a mile.
A special train left Durango at 1:30
this afternoon with Sheriff Thompson
and fifteen armed deputies. A telephone dispatch from Flora Vista at
3:30 this afternoon, says:
"The Greeks working on the Denver & Rio Grande st;uck this morn
ing. The facts, as near as can be ascertained, are that tl nun were receiving $2 per (fay and this morning
the scale was cut to $1.60 per day. The
men then struck and asked for transportation.
This was refused them.
The men claimed that when they were
hired they were guaranteed retuin

EVENING CITIZEN.

In use.

200,000

If you

interested la typewriters call or addreaa

tD.
ess, arrives 7:55

GEO.

a. m.
departs f
Chic
Limited, arrives
Tuesda'
ud Fridays; departs
a. m.
tdnesdays and Satur-

S, RAMSEY

4,

401 W. R. R. Ave.
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NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

PAINT
Covers more, looks best, wears
longest, most economical, full
measure

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

Southbound.

No. 27, depaits 11:30 p. m., connects
with eastern trains.
No. 7 carries through chair, standard and tourist sleeping cars for San 0
Francisco.
No. 22, arrives from south 7:30 a. ra., A
V
connecting with No. 2, east bound.
All trains daily except No. 3 and 4. 4,
No. 1 carries through chair, stand- a
ard and tourist sleeping cars to Los v
Angeles.
II. S. LUTZ, Agent.

SUBSCRIPTION
AGENTS
The Four-TracNews , tho well
known illustrated monthly magazine
of travel and education, is making an
especially advantageous offer to subscription agents, who will find it a
quick seller affording generous profits. Send to the publisher, George H.
Daniels, 7 East 42nd street, New York,
for a sample copy and particulars.
TO MAGAZINE

BUILDING
t

PAPER

Alwaya

Plaster, Lime, Cement,

etock- -

Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, etc

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M.

000000000OaOe00
Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works

f. HALL, Rroprlator
Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber
It.

Iron and Brass
Cars; Bhaftlngs
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for
Buildings.
Repair on Mining mnd Mill Machinery a Bpaolalty

"sa

oo
CARRIAGE

aSrfjj'

jy

Cor. First Street and Tijeras Road

TRIMMING

AND RE- -

X

Harness, Spring Wagons Built to
Q

7X

N

EV-

Prying1 preparation simply develop dry catttn k i they dry up the secretions,
aliich adhere to the uit itiljruuo and
causing a fur more KcriouHtruublt! limn
the ordinary form of catarrh. Avoid ull dry.
ing inhulituU, fumes, smokes ami fciiuil
uooiIm-and uae Unit wliich
and
hii'ils.
Cream Balm is such a remedy
and will cure catarrh or cold iu the lund
easily and Tileasanlly. A trial size will be
mailed fur 10 cents. All oVu'gists Bull the
Duo. gizo. I'.ly lirothers, 5ti Warren Ht., K Y.
The Balm cur.-- without puin, doi.-- not
Irritute or can-- sneezing. It bpr. iJs it 11
over an irritated and angry surface, r lie v.
in),' immediately the painful intlammution.
Vitu
Crcnm lii.lra you are armed
aguiust Kasol Catarib and Bay Fever.

S

ooooooo

k

SARATOGA
CHIPS FRE6H
ERY DAY AT MALOY'S.

tot-Ne-

Mexico

HawMaaMaaMMaMMMMB
.T. C. T5A.LDRIDGE.

I

Westbound.
No.
ii Angeles Express, arrives
, departs 8:15 p. m.
7:30 r
No
California Limited, arrives
10:'i
m., Mondays and Thursdays;
, 10:50
de
a. m., Mondays and
1
days.
i. 7, San Francisco Fast Mail, ar-.- s
10:30 p. m., departs 11:10 p. in.

Agent

General

0
0

HORSESHOEING
CARRIAGE

PAINTING

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE

CO.

OO0O00OOOO4

,

0
4

o o

QUICKEL

&

BOTHE,

Proprletora

0

0

OAR AND CLU D ROOMS

0

0

FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. Finest Whiskies, Imported
and Domestic Wines and Cognac. Tbe coolest and highest grade of
lager served. Finest and best llmported and Douieetie Cigars.

0

0
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I'u Wished Dally and Weekly"
W. 8. STRICKLER
W. T. MeCREIQHT

St,

D.J. Evani

SIMMER

There's grief among the grasses-A plaint among the pines;
The purple grapes In masses
Are hanging on the vines;

Chief Justice Mills having dismissed the
f T. S. Iluhhell for. a writ of habeas corpus, and having
remanded him to Jail, It Is now open to the attorneys for
Mr. Hubbell to take an appeal to the Supreme Court of
States CVurt of Appeals at St. lxiuls. Which course they
will take, or whether they will employ either, is a question on which The Citizen has rio Information..
In the action of Associate Justice Mann, The Citizen
has no Information additional to that which It gave last
evening, except that Judge Mann's writ has not been Issued because of the unlawful absence from Santa Fe of
Supreme Court Clerk Sena, who perchance may hear
from his Ignorant or willful prevention of court process
by absence from his post of duty.
Also In this connection, The Citizen must express Its
surprise that the editorial department of the Morning
Journal does not keep somewhere within the limits of
wireless communication with Its local staff. In the editorial effort to show that one of The Citizen's telegrams, concerning the Judge Mann writ of prohibition, bore internal
evidence of being a fake, the editor, displaying all the de
tective ability of the late Sherlock Holmes, says: "That
one nays that Judge Mann orders Judge Abbott to desist
from keeping Hubbell In Jail. Now, Hubbell was not in
Jail, nor threatened with Jail, when Mr. Childers at
asked Judge Mann to act, and certainly the
judge did not do anything he was not asked to do."
But before we cry out In admiration of this editorial
detective work "A Daniel, a second Daniel come to
Judgment" let us turn to the better informed local department and read:
"W. n. Childers of counsel for Hubbe.l went before
Judge Mann in Alamogordo last Thursday with a petition
for a writ of prohibition. Later, while Judge Mann had
the petition under advisement, and after Hubbell had
been committed for contempt, an amended petition was
filed by counsel for Hubbell, asking that Judge Mann also
prohibit Judge Abbott from restraining Hubbell of his
liberty. It Is understood that Judge Abbott has also
granted this amended petition, and that the writ as It
now stands prohibits Judge Abbott from recognizing
as sheriff, or from taking further action in the case
whatever, until it comes up for a hearing before the Supreme Court."
Perhaps The Citizen had better let its remarks ahout
Daniel go over to some subsequent occasion.

!.

rn-"(i-

Above the bonnie brooklets
The vagrant vines are brown;
Upon the warbling wavelets
The fallen leaves float down!
The ripened nuts are falling
The apples dropping down;
The bandit crows are calling
Krom the hills above the town.

o
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BEST FRANCHISE

St
METHOD

Topcka State Capital
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Vegas Optic of yesterday said, concerning
to the Mea-

the "vaudeville outfit" which went from here
dow City to play during their fair week:

"Out of sympathy for Miss Whiting, the clever leading woman, the Optic gave no hint of the disgraceful imposition practiced upon the people of I.as Vegas by this
company. However, since the manager had the bad taste
and lack of sense to return to Albuquerque with a roast,
it is timely to say that the show offered by the company
was about the poorest excuse ever put upon the boards of
a local theater. The second night one of the performers
was so drunk as to be utterly unable to do his part, and
the show was dismissed when half over. Miss Whiting
was unfortunate In having a miserable lot of supporters
here. We believe the lady Is capable and will be able to
pick out a strong company for the Casino attractions.
However, the work of the company here was the poorest
kind of a pretense."
It will suffice for the present to say that several times
The Citizen, voicing the prevailing sentiment of Albuquerque, was compelled to speak In no uncertain tones of the
Casino entertainments after the expiration of the Wade
engagement.

AH ANSWER ASKED

Here is the question which one hears on every hand:
How can it be that a year ago, when rains and washouts
not only kept th people away but also many of the attractions which had been relied on, the fair deficit was
something over 12.000;. but this year, when the attendance
was the largest by odds ever known in the history of the
Territorial Fair, and the attractions outside of the sporting events, the least expensive, the deficit is rapidly
crawling up towards the same figures? How is this? ask
the people, and they will not be satisfied till the question
is answered by the investigating committee appointed
Monday evening.
It looks very much as though the city councli'B special water committee Is a firm believer In the ancient advice to make haste slowly and In the more modern aphorism that there is luck in leisure, especially in connection
with the present water supply company and plant; for It
baa been fully six months since the request for extension
of the water franchise came before the council, and several months since the special committee was appointed.
Yet its report yesterday afternoon was but a "partial"
one. However, the committee is to approach Mr. RifTe
on the subject of acting as expert In examining the existing plant, in placing a value on it, and In estimating what
a new plant would cost the city." But should the committee act with the same mature deliberation which has
hitherto characterized its action, it is possible that Mr.
Riffle may havo left the city before the committee gets
round to the matter.

first-clas-

The Detroit Free Tress discourses wisely, when it
by China
and Manchuria Rro Almost beyond comprehension. Great
as Is the volume of foreign trade to the former country,
the surafee has scarcely been scratched. The introducwill Increase the wants of the peotion if liiodern
ple. It Is a matter of common knowledge that the development of a nation Is not followed by its absolute independence commercially.
The luited Slates possibly
comes nearer attaining this distinction than any other
country, yet its purchases from all quarti rs of the lobe
With the Japanese,
mount to imposing proportions.
handicapped by their limited facilities for meeting
creating a market for the waris which have
become indispensable to every enlightened race, the possibilities confronting the other nations are alluring.

says that the opportunities for trade afforded

i.lt-a- s

I'rof. Franklin H. Giddlngs of Columbia University,
has been briefly discussing the ethical bide of the insurance controversy, and puts his finger upon the spot at
'Kmmtily
which every policy holder is most sensitive.
speaking," lie says, "the payment of $2"0 a year in
premiums to an insurance company by a man 4u years of
age, and in good health, buys an insurance of the fact
value of $."i,lM)u. Au examination of the finances of the
great New Yurk companies, as made public In the recent
dk.c iusiin s, and a comparison of them with the nuances
of the life insurance systems of a country like New
Zealand where the business is honestly managed, by the
ought to secure
state, indicates that a premium of
an iiiMiiauce of between $lu,iiiio and $ir.oint."
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ELKS' THEATRE

IMHflBRH! MONDAY
SOME STORIES
AND

,cubuyo"

WISE

SOME OTHERWISE

BBffifiRH

A

Deserted

onue

II A WES

You get the best Hat your money can buy anywhere for
come in Soft Hats and Derbies.

The Happy Housewife

THE CELEBRATED

Bottled In Bond.

M. BERGER

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
"EMPRESS."

s,

Sole Agents.

Easy Choice.
This story is told about President Itoosevelt and an
aged darky called I'nele Jake. The old colored man was
very religious and was considered a pillar of the church
he attended.
The president, while out driving, one cold morning,
met I'nele Jake, crippled with rheumatism, hobbling
along.
"Good morning, Fin le Jake." said the president.
"Good morning, sah," responded the darky.
Then a happy thought struck Mr. Hoosevelt. "i'nele
"Las Vegas people are sincerely sorry thai us the re- Jake," he said, "which would you rather have, this cold
sult of the unwisdom of au inexperienced management, morning, a ton of coal or a bottle of whiskey?"
"Well," said the darky, hesitatingly, "it s this way,
the fair, in Albuquerque, despite the attendance of the
biggest crowds that ever uttended there, did not prove a Mist ah President, you see ma f dks bum wood.
financial success, ilut Albuquerque has pul.ed off too Herald.
many fairs that have been a success from every standpoint to be discouraged h ti e partial failure of this one." Not Since War.
So says the I .as Vegas Optic, and so say the people of
One afternoon, ilurlu;,' an ailjuiiniiiiint fur the holiAlbuquerque. In tact they are not only sorry, hut they days, a number of prominent
ami representaare dumbfouude I that such is the case. They cannot un- tives visited Monticello, tho homo of Thomas Jefferson.
derstand how Hich a condi-;oA veuerahle negro acted as tuiJe for the party, ami
of affairs couhl have
arisen."
the distinguished callers were much interested in his
imiint diKiuiKitlous upon the place ami Its memories. To
A Chicago man and his wi:'e have found their way this old fellow one of the western
representatives
Into the divorce court because both wanted to occupy chanced to ailerons the question whether any battles had
one chair, IWore they were married one chair wou.d been fought in the vicinity of Monticello.
have been but isn't it tt range that a few wui.ls by a
"No, sah," promptly replied the; aged darky "no,
preacher .should l ave made such a diffcrnee?
tah, not fcinc;e de wah, Hah." Harper's Weekly.
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Of the talented young

actress

And an Excellent Company iu

HIGHLAND LIVER
STABLE

AiVION A

KORBER

& CO.,

Albuquerque, N. M.
Corner 1st St & Copper Ave.

Hoarding Horses a Specialty

Movin

Dray

in'

Shippin'

HIS MOTHER'S BREAD,

FREIGHTS

He says,

have us once, you'll
call again.
Prices right;
there ain't no gougin'.
Vou

But don't forget
the kind of

was always
SO LIGHT AND

Ey the Albuquerque Transfer Men

WELL BAKED.
Well,

OOOOOOOOOOOOOCXXDOCOOX)0
O. F. PL ATT,

there Is a knack
in making it,

The real cleaner and dyer. Ladies' and gentlemen's fine
clothes a specialty.
Portieres,
lace curtains,
etc. 509 Hen-dri- x
avenue. Old 'phone, Red,

OC)CXDOOOOCXXXXXXX)COOCOOOO

The Albuquerque Hatters
and Steam Cleaners

Stove or Range
used makes a
difference.
His mother used
a Charter Oak.

FURNITURE AND CROCKERY

BORRADA 1LE & CO.. U7 Cold Ave.

Hats cleaned and blocked In any style
Clothing steam cleaned and pressed.!
Corner of Thhd street and Gold ave
nue, in the car.
JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS

Time, Labor
and Money

STAGE LINE

Carries the United States mall;
only line with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. For
particulars, address V. L. Trimble &
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea, N. M.

Flour, Hay
Grain and the Best
of Meats

AMBULANCE
For

Moving

The saving of tlma means comfort.
The saving of labor means easa. Ths
saving, of money means economy. All
these savings can beet be attained by
metalling a

Prompt

O. W.

STRONG'S SONS

Colo. Phone, 75.

PENINSULAR RANGE
In dollars and cents they cost no more. In quality they are
superior. In durability t hey last longer. One-thirbetter than
any other. You are most cordially Invited to examine our new
line.
d

Prices In Plain Figures S3Q and Up
Old stovee
THE McBRAIN

FURNITURE

0OOOOOOOe)CO
A

CO.,

205

Gold

Ave.

O0COOCOOI K404

Nice Line of Unredeemed Tailor-Mad- e
and High Price Overcoats, for

Sale Cheap, at

Sick

Automatic,

taken at a fslr valuation.

ROSENFIELD, the Pawnbroker

or Injured.
Day or Night.

the
Seilve

147

"Drip, drip, drip, oil everywhere"
oetter cook with safe gas.
NOTICE.
To Whom it May Concern: This is
to certify that Mr. Antonio Ortiz has
severad his connection with the under
signed. All outstanding company accounts will he collected and paid hy the
ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO.,
Successors to Ortiz & Co.

35-3-

75c and 50c

J.

OOCXX?OCiOOGUCXXXXXXXXXXXDO

The California romance, dramatized
trom Helen Hunt Jackson's novel, (auANNOUNCEMENT !
thorized by l.ittlo, llrown & Co., and
C. H.
owners of copyright).
Mltfs Viola Kremor and Miss Agnes
A glorious love tale set
in idyllic
Blillhorn announces the opening of a
scenic environment special music.
gtudio In rooms
Barnett block.
Mi.--a
Kremer is a graduate of the
Michigan Conservatory of Music at
Detroit, Mich., and will teach voice
and piano. Misa Htlllhorn is a recent
arrival from New York and will take
Seats on Sale at Matson's
a limited number of pupils In drawing
Tuesday, October 3.
and water colors. Studio hours from
:3u to 12, 2 to 4:30.

$1,

mm,

OtXOCXXXXXXXOOOOOCOOCXDOO
U. DINSDALE

A

Virginia Calhoun
1

"I
;4 .

P. LOMMORI & MATTEUCCi

OCTOBER T

CARRIAGES, BUGGIES and
HARSPRING WAGONS,
NESS and SADDLES, at
MONEY
SAVING PRICES.
Everybody welcome to look
rethrougn our three-floo- r
pository.

N. M.

Automatic Phone, 199.

ELKS' THEATER

An

1

PAIN AND OLD HICKORY WAGONS 2

MELINI & EAKIN

TUESDAY

Wednesday,

West Copper Avenue.

114

Distillers,
FRANKFORT, KY.

Albuquerque,

i

Who take pride In her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use of
Empress mills flour. She knowe her
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful, and her
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
and light.

O. F. O.
WHISK e y

X--

WeeUU.

These splendid Hats

a

Dealers In
Responsive Audience.
A well known player, whose forte ts romantic com
Groceries,
edy, tells an amusing story in connection with the proA
Man Trom
duction some years ago of an unsuccessful comedy. This
comedy was a dire failure, drawing meager audiences.
The record In this respect was leached when the curMexico
tain rose on. a Wednesday night matinee in Brooklyn,
IMPORTED GOODS A SPECIALTY
with fifteen persons In the house. In the front of the
Call at 624 West Tijeras Road.
house there was but one occupant a young girl In the Seats on Sale Saturday, October 7, at
Auto, 'phone, 109. Old 'phone, 276.
second row. In the first row of the balcony sat one
Matson's Book Store.
young man.
M, DRAGOIE
25c, 50c, 75c and 1.
The play opened with a scene on t lie deck of a PRICES
yacht, and the leading man charged from the cabin and
'
Dealers In
x- -x
X-X
X
X x-- x-x
gazed into the empty gulf before him, he spoke his first X
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
line:
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
"The sea . purple; have you, too, noticed it?"
all kinds of Fresh Meat
300 North Broadwav, Corner of WashWhereupon the voice of the young man in the balington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.
cony responded:
"I don't know about the young lady
downstairs, but I can .see it very plainly." Harpers
A

the price

While
When

F,Bffigd

M. MANDEUU

Atl

Famous Little Pills are so mild and
effective that, children, delicate ladies
It is a wonder that no American city has heretofore and weak people enjoy their cleansing
effect, while strong people say
stumbled upon the right way to grant franchises. It has are the best liver pills sold. Soldthey
by
remained for Kansas City to Invent what now seems to all druggists.
be the natural and proper way for such proceedings.
MERCHANT TAILORING
The usual method in which such things are worked
for
city
to
the
wait until somebody comes along who
is.
OVER NO. 209 WEST
wishes a franchise for some purpose. He fixes up an UPSTAIRS,
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM
ordinance giving him what be desires and presents it
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
to the city council. The council haggles over it for a
while and usually gives the promoter what he asks, with
My merchant tailoring shop Is un- some slight modifications. If there are any corrupt meui J stairs over No. 20! West Railroad ave
hers in the council it gives them a chance to hold up nue, where I solicit the patronage of
All work guaranteed
he man who wants the franchise.
And many honest the public.
as I have had fifteen years' exmen are persuaded to vote against what they believe to
In
perience.
the business. Suits made
lie the best interests of the city.
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed
Kansas City has gone at the niatter the other end repaired. The specific I use will and
not
to. It wants natural gas and has had many propositions injure the cloth.
Ladles' garments
for frachises, but it has not gone at the matter from the also cleaned and walking skirts made
(standpoint of the promoter. The common council re to order. Give me a trial.
O. BAMBINI.
garded the needs of the city rather than any franchise
that some promoter desired. The resu.t is that It has
Wards of Pneumonia.
passed what Is known as the Ueardsley franchise, em All coughs, colds and pulmonary combodying what was believed to lie a gair agreement for plaints that are curable are quickly
both the city and the company that should furnish the cured by One Minute Cough
Cure.
gas. Having done that It offers the franchise to any Clears the phlegm, draws out Inflamcompany that will put up a cash deposit of $50,000 and mation, and heals and soothes the afthe lungs,
a bond of $250,000 that It will carry out its provisions, it fected parts, strengthens
wards off pneumonia. Harmless and
is now open to any company that desires to take adpleasant to take. Sold by all drugvantage of it.
gists.
By this means the franchise is framed with the
o
needs of the city In view rather than the wishes of any
franchise grabbers or promoters. Is not this the natural
Mm ions of dollars a year are
way to grant franchises?
The temptation to hold up
some corporation that wants a franchise is thus removed
lost by not using Schilling's
and the city gets what it wants.
The Beardsley franchise is for thirty years, and it Best
permits the sale of natural and artificial gas which must
te
kiVtnf.pswder
tptns
be suitable for heating and lighting purposes; the rate
cofTa
Savoring extract!
aoda
for domestic purposes is fixed at 27 cents per thousand
cubic feet; for manufacturing purposes a sliding scale and nobody gains by using
is made 17 cents per thousand for the first million anything
else instead.
cubic feet; 14
for the next million of over, where
the consumer uses 1 12 million cubic feet; 12 cents
where the consumption has reached three million cubic-feet- ,
and on up to five millions; 10 cents per thousand
cubic feet where the consumption exceeds five million.
All above rates are based on consumption per calendar
month. The above rates will he reduced at least 2 cents
per thousand cubic feet on all hills paid by the tenth day
of the month for gas consumed the month previous.
Provision is also made that in event of any indication
of the exhaustion of the gas supply the manufacturers
are to be cut off from the supply before any action Is
taken on domestic consumers. The company must pay to
the city 2 per cent of its receipts gross, and Is permitted
to charge $12 per year for street lights.
The acceptance of the franchise is also conditioned
upon GO miles of maiu being laid In the first year and
200 miles within two years. Should the company be compelled to furnish artificial gas through the loss of supply
of natural gas the rates are fixed at 80 cents per thousand cubic feet for lighting and 55 cents for heating.

DERBY

Three Dollars is a very popular Hat price these days. It suits the average Man.
many Men pay this price' for a Hat, they get all sorts of returns for their money

No Pill is as pleasant and positive as
DeWitt'a T.ltttu Vxtv Risers
Th

i

CASIMO COMPANY

cjftmySj

. (

FOUND

EUafts

,

The rushes, too, are sighing
A sorrow's over all ;
Alas, the summer's dying
Comes now the somber fall!

CITY'S

rPlf

The vlgllni.ci "f one of the outer
guards at the e rterial penitentiary
at Santa Fe i t'i that prevented a
livery there early
wholesale Jail
yesterday tnorirng.
.
who were emSeveral
ployed iti ".he 'irl.en at the penlten-tUry- .
hurt f ni' d a i;o to escape.
They wer. t:tcier the leadership of
Jatng jj".-'ti bdetu' i rlsoner sent
up for n seni. - of six years for for
gery and w l,o li'is
f ve years of
itis cientenee .' sere. In some manner they nr.'i p.adc a saw out of a
case knife at with this they sawed
out several bars to a large window In
the kitchen.
Karly yeterd;iy morning when the
prisoners gt,r;e,i for breakfast. Scott
stepped out of i e line unknown to
the guards und ciimbed through the
window and dropped into the Jail
vurd below. Mi
oner had he reach
ed the ground t'u.n he was called upon by a guard to throw up his hands
and surrender, vMeh he did. Scott's
accomplices sc:t:g the grief that had
come to their f"!Vw prisoner made no
atempt to escape, and thus did not
give themselves away.
ThU 1? tho thir.1 attempt to escape
that has been ltiide at the peniten
tiary within the past year, but none
have uetp successful.
I

There's sadness In the swaying
And tossing of the trees;
A mournful dirge Is playing
As soughs the soughing breeze.

KANSAS

ATTEMPT TO ESCAPE
SCOTT, UNITED 9TATES
ACCOMPLICES
AND
CONVICT,
SAW THROUGH BARS OF KIT.
CHEN WINDOW AT TERRITORIAL PENITENTIARY.

The leaves have turned to umber
Some, painted bright in red;
The flowers of the summer
And the summer birds have fled!

the United States, or take the appeal through the United

DARiNG

MAKE

'JAMES

in Washington Pott

Business Manager

THE liUBBEXL CASE
application

CONVICTS

"THE
The Largest

Pawn-Brokin-

118 RAILROAD

MAN

g

YOU CAN TRUST"

Establishment

in

the Southwest.
NEXT TO ST. ELMO

AVENUE

0O0eO00OiO4OO

040OOe0OO0eO0

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
G?nral Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Third and Marquette

Both Phones

rie

Sf- -

Elmo

Finest

Wiilsklts

wines,Bnnd!8$,Etfi,

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.

$20 West Railroad Avenue

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

I

albuquerque evening citizen.
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ARMIJO MOVES INTO

CITY MAY HAVE

COURT HEARING

IIUBBELL'S OFFICE

GARBAGE SYSTEM

EDUCATION PERILOUS
IN STRIKE MATTERS

ASSAULT CASE

The cook had struck. The coach-mahad struck. The nutso had struck.
Everybody had struck. With a sickening fear, the great man heard a
confused murmur outside, says the
It necame
hirao Record-Herald- .
louder, increasing to a horrible din
li'e unto that produced by the Roman
mob.
He heard his name shouted
above the awful roar, and, urged by
his wife, he at last ventured to a win-- i

Alderman llanlcy Introduces Records Have Been Locked in William K. Lee on Trial For
Vault Which Can Not
Attempted Murder of
Ordinance Providing for
be Entered.
Refugio Luna.
Public Scavenger.
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MANY CASES SET FOR HEARING
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The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.
THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

"SPECIAL SALE"

dow,

"People," he ciled, "why have vou
In the district court at 9:30 o'Under Sheriff Fred B. Heyn, acting
(Continued From Yesterday.)
struck? What do you want? I have!
At lis meeting yesterday afternoon for Sheriff Porfecto Armljo, took for- clock this morning occurred the call tried to deal
fairly with you. What Is
the city council took steps towards mal possession of the office of Thomas of the criminal docket lor this term your grievance?"
Immet'ittrly after the call
.the- establishing of a, garbage system S. Hubbell in the court house this of court.
The coachman, who was acting as
Everything was found In was disposed will', tfcfj court set a leader
In this city. Aldermnn Hauloy start morning.
of the crowd, stepped forward
ed the ball to rolling by Introducing perfect order. The desks, chairs and number of cases for hearing.
The first case to be taken up by the paying;
an ordinance creating the office of other office furniture was all there,
were ordered out by the head
city scavenger, and provldinK for the but the most Important fixtures of all, court in the Territory vs. William K. of "We
the Teamsters' union."
establishment and maintenance of a the official records of the office, were Lee, charged with assault with intent
"What has the Teamsters' union to
to murder Kefugio Luna. The assault
garbage collection system.
The or found missing.
do with me or the way mv house i
It Is presumed that those records took place several months ago. I,ee run?"
dinance was refened to the Btreet
committee, which will act In con- were placed In the vault by the re- was employed as a waiter In the res"You have a statue of Apollo in your
junction with the board of heaJth In moved official or his deputy. The taurant at the Sturges hotel and Luna
Early one Sunday
examinglng into Its provisions. The vault Is locked and as there Is no one as a dishwasher.
Gowns, full siae, in
t
pos"' It,u ,one of m f
,
committee will probably be ready to but the outgoing officials who knows morning the two men became engag-- '
for
rk
ot
Brt'
, V.r.e..
report at the next meeting of the coun- the combination It Is Impossible to ed In an argument which resulted in 1f
cir ,rou of,
a fight. During the melee both men
gain possession of these records.
cil.
Gowns,
.. "ut ou must pull it down and have
It Is not known what will be done were more or less Inlured. Lima
Report of City Officers.
1 tnrown out ot your nouse before we
celvlng
Outing,
probably
outfull
dangerous
pending
about
most
the
long,
matter
on
the
the
The city marshal made his report,
we "ve our oryiui" lo
showing that 143 arrests ihad been come of the present controversy, but wounds. He received severe ruta on V"
ders
president
from
the
of
the Team
are needed each forearm, one of the cuts sever
in
made during the month of September In case any of the records
union
SI-1the court which Is now In session, ing an artery and almost causing the sters
Blue,
and fines to the amount of $705 col- by
Outing,
Is
"This
preposterous.
for
my
What
has
5
It Is hinted that force might be used man's death.
lected.
statue
Apollo
of
you
to
with
do
or
Both men were arrested and given your
The city clerk's report showed that to gain entrance to the vault.
And
duties?
where does the
a hearing in police court. Luna was
licenses had been collected to the
fined $10, while Lee was sentenced to teamsters' union come In?"
for fUU
or
amount
$4,748.25. The clerk
seems,"
coaeJiman
it
the
replied,
serve a term of sixty days in the
was asked by members of the council
Apollo
that
and Phoebus were the
county Jail. Later he was indicted by
If the raising of trie liquor and paining
same pat ty, and it's reported on snort
thn emnri iiirv trr nacnnif
for
licenses had caused any cut In the
a"th'"tty
th
Phoebus used to be a
to murder and this is the offense he
number of licenses Issued. He reporte ve got our or
Is now being tried for. Attorney Felix "unlon onver.
WOOL
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ed that it had not and that only three
aers- can 1 work for
man w ho
Baca appears for the defendant.
or four gaming licenses bad been disin Plain
This was the only
hear-- 8ets "P the Bintie of Phoebus, the
case
set
for
.
Tila hull .
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firnh.
continued.
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The report of the building Inspecn
i
fnf
CHILDREN
the evidence will be in by
fine line
aftertor showed that twenty-fivpermits Closing quotations Received by Levy noon and that the case will this
It was the
be given me great man yielded.
B:os., Correspondent for Logan
vjuwiis
had been issued during the month Just
turn
OKirts
to the jury this evening.
itrst time the strikers had ever caught
& Bryan. Barnett Building.
closed.
him unprepared to go on with a new
The city chemist submitted his
set ot hands.
&h
GUEST AT SUCCESSFUL
as did also the city treasurer. Amalgamated Copper
142
American Sugar
Many Bills Referred.
89
Atchison, common
SMPE HUNTING PARTY WALLACE IRWIN'S
A large number of bills were pre- - Atrhtann nrnfprroH
10K
i
Rented and referred by the mayor to Ualtfmore & Ohio
113
EDUCATION STRUGGLE
YOUNG
MEN OF CITY PERPEthe proper Committees.
. I Brooklyn Ksi.1,1 Trnnult
72
TRATE
RIDICULOUS
JOKE ON
Several petitions were read, among Canadian Pacific
173
Wallace Irwin, the writer of numor
NEW ARRIVAL.
them one from several well known Colorado Fuel & Iron
46
ous poetry, is Ihlrty years old. He
citizens and architects, in which the Colorado Southern, common .... 29
0
Holding the sack and whistling soft- was born In Oneida, New York. This
attention of the council was called to
ly for the elusive snipe. Is the man- is what happened to him In his early
,,,,
the necessity of making provisions ri(ro,,0
1
ner in which Herbert Cree, a new ar- days, according to his own storv:
for city maps, land marks, etc, These rhlra!-- r Crnal Wectnrn nnm
91
rival
in
the
spent
".My
city,
greater
father,
the
who
In
was
the
lumber
.were referred to the proper commit- C. & O.'
'.
57(i portion of last night in the bottoms business, removed to the boomlne min
tees for consideration.
497,6
Erie, common
along the Rio Grande.
Ing camp of Leadville, Col., in 1880.
Ordinances Passed.
Erie, firm
81
Cree was the victim of a very suc- lhe schools of Leadville, at that time
An
amending an ord- Louisville & Nashville
ordinance
154H cessful snipe hunting part', which were struggling fitfully along, closing
inance covering plumbing Inspection Missouri Pacific
105V4 was given by a number of young men witn every strike, small pox epidemic,
was passed. The ordinance provides Metropolitan
12',4 In his honor. The young man is a or squabble In the board of education.
are ihowlni
.cr the Fall
that connections with the sewer be Mexican Central
24'i newcomer in the city and holds a po- so my early training was by fits and
made by all new buildings within fif New York Central
150sition as chief clerk in the Malov starts mostly fits. A little later on
and
new deWinter
teen days after notice from the build- Norfolk
85
grocery store. The boys thought it my father bought a cattle ranch in a
ing inspector.
Reading, common
122
signs In
would be a good joke to take him small way, and I was put to herding
The ordinance p;oviding for the use Pennsylvania
143
snipe hunting and when he was invit- cows, again to the detiiment of my
0
of certain classes of fire proof
33
Rock Island, common
ed to go, Cree readily accepted, not education.
was, however, an en
It
within the fire limits was Rock Island, preferred
80V4 suspecting for one moment that he thusiastic
reader of 'grown folks'
passed.
Republic Iron & Steel, common.. 24
was to be the victim of a huge Joke.
books' and swallowed a great deal of
An ordinance which prohibits
the Republic Iron & Steel, preferred 94H
According to reports Cree. tumb.ed stuff too heavy for my young digest
throwing of refuse In the Barelas Southern Pacific
694 to the Joke about 3 o'clock this morn- ion, consequently, when, In my four- Offer to supply you with anything In
ditch was passed. This ordinance Is St. Paul
181
ing and walked back to the city from teenth year, we removed to Denver, our line, at prices that are fair and
very sweeping, and provides a heavy Southern Railway
37V& a point said to have been three miles
and I was allowed to go to a civilized square, and we are now making
penalty for its violation.
88
Tennessee Coal & Iron
beyond the Barelas bridge, none the school, I found, to my surprise,
Several new ordinances of more or Texas Pacific
35
worse for hia experience but consid- although I was rather long on that,
And also a full line of
the
less Impoitance, were Introduced and Union Pacific, common
133
erably wiser.
English poets, I was exceedingly short
read for the first time and referred.
38
U. S. S., common
on spelling, pronunciation and arithSeveral sidewalk ordinances, to take U. S. S., preferred
105
GOODRICH-McDONALNUPTIALS
metic. I was given a brief examinthe place of defective ordinances, Wabash, common
Refrigerators
$9
27
ation, and humillatingly relegated to $12
passed more' than two years ago, and Wabash, preferred
$8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stove. .. .$6.75
SET FOR TOMORROW NIGHT tne
43
among
giade,
my
third
babies half
Our prices are tbe lowest.
under which sidewalk eonstruction O. & W., common
'
54
China Tea Sets
$8
.
i.. .
i , ase. l remempor tne .Urst . day we $8
had been refused by projjsrty owners Ureerte Copper
40c China Salad Bowls
26
25c
Follpwing
upon
giv- were given a singing lesson.
party
close
the
The
affected,, were passed under suspenDecorated1 Haviland China, at 20
en last evening at Zeiger's Cafe to little shavers were raising their child
sion of the rules.
per cent discount.
Kansas City Live Stock.
Roy
McDonald
Ish
song
voices
Miss
Mabel
and
in
Fitch,
when the teacher
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 4. Cattle-Rece- ipts, his bride-to-b25c
Water for Terrace Addition.
in honor of a wedding held up her ruler severely. "There Is 75c Glass Berry Sets
. 305 Railroad Avenge
lfi.OOO; market steady; na35c Glass Water Pitchers
20c
Secretary M. P. Stamm, of the Terwhich
place
will
some
Pittsburg,
one
In
singing
take
at
this class," $1.75 Decorated Lamps
bass
$4 5.85; southern steers,
steers,
tive
$1.25
race Addition Improvement company, J2.25lS3.75;
Kansas, In November, comes the mar- she said. I plead guilty, and the next
southern cows. $1.75
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
$3.25
riage of Miss Mae McDonald to Rufus day was recommended foi promotion
appeared before the council with a re- 2.25;
feeders,
Blockers
$2.503.25;
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
and
65c
quest that he be allowed to lay his
Goodrich,
is
which
scheduled
to
Success.
take
west place
50c Steam Egg Poachers
40c
own water mains and make connec bulls, $23; calves, $2.506; cows,
at
parhome
the
of
the
bride's
ern steers,
$2.50g'4; western
$12.50 Buggy Harness
$10.50
tions with the city water works for $203.25.
ents. Mr. and Mrs. W. W. McDonald,
NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION OF
Southwestern Electric & Construction Co.
of South Third Hroet, Thursday eventhe purpose of securing water for the
PARTNERSHIP. .
6,000:
market ing.
Sheen Receipts.
ceremony
use of the lots in that addition. The strong;
The
presided
wi'l
be
Is
of
Arm
P.
The
&
Co
Matteuccl
muttons, $4g5; lambs, $5. 25
request was referred to the water
over by Rev. Wilbur Flsk, of the Lead this day dissolved by mutual con6.75; range wethers,
ft. 2.r(5'5; fed Avenue Methodist
. committee.
A
Electrical Pumping Plants
church,
bo
pay
will
sent.
A.
and
will
Ml
all outewes, $3.504.75.
attended by only the close friends and standing Indebtedness and collect all
Will Defend Accused Officer.
Of Every Description
relatives of the brido and the brother amounts due the firm.
The eity council at its meeting yesChicago Live Stock.
parents
tips
groom.
terday decided that the council should
and
of
Agents
The
for the Crocker-Wheele- r
Receipts,
latter
MATTEUCCL
P.
Chicago, Oct. 4. Cattle
flk. I
n t Far
provide for the defense of Policeman 23.OU0; market
arrived from Chicago Sunday and are
A. LAZZAN.
Dynamos and
steady to strong; stopping
with their son. L. H. GoodWilliam Wagner, who was Indicted beeves, $3.60(86.25; cows and helfeis,
Motors.
September 30, 1905.
FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.
by the grand Jury on three different fl.40fr4.50; stockers and feeders, $2.30 rich, of 624 South Third street. Rufus
Store and Residence Wircharges, two for embezzlement and di 4.211; Texans, $3.254.50; westerns, Goodrich arrived this morning from
Attend the special sale of Outing
ing a Specialty.
AH
Ixis Angeles, where he occupies the Flannel
one for assault with intent to kill. $3.1004.50.
Night
Dressing
Gowns,
work fully guaranteed.
CITY
posit
ion
priva
cf
City Attorney M. E.1 Hitkey was insecretary
e
to
GenerSacques.
OutOuting
Underskirts and
market
Sheep Receipts. 35,000;
Agents for the celebrated
structed to make arrangements for the strong: sheep, $3.Ho35.10;
lambs, al Superintendent I. L. Hibbard. of ing House Robes, at the Golden Rule
lif-4,'- iVl
.5.
"Oyrofans."
Tea and Coffee Co.
See them
the Santa Fe coast lines.
officer's defense, and to employ such $4.757.75.
Dry Goods company. See window dls
In European Hotel ResAfter the iiiuiitrge Mr. and Mrs. Play.
might
as
assistant counsel
he
deem
118 West Silver Ave.,
'
taurant.
Rufus Goodrich will leave on train
necessary.
Closing Stock Quotations.
A Complete Stock
We give tickets for the
Looking for a Husband.
New York, Oct. 4. Closing prices: No. 7 for their home at Los Angeles,
Piano Contest.
Among the batch of communica Atchison,
Atchison, preferred, stopping at the Grand Canyon en
CofTeea, Extracts
Teas,
THE
twins read to the council yesterday 105; New York Central, 150; Pennsyl- rou'e.
Spices and Baking Powder.
Member National Elecwas one from a woman In Kansas City, vania, 143; Southern Pacific, G9V4;
trical Contractors' AsBUTTER and BOOB
Mo., written to Mayor Frank McKee. Union Pacific, 133V6; Union Pacific JOHN A C0NLEY DIES
sociation.
We handle our own brands
The woman Is in search of a husband preferred, 95; Amalgamated Copper,
ot Butter and can guaranAFTER LINGERING ILLNESS
Unitand the letter, which is as follows,
216 SOUTH SECOND ST.
United States Steel,
tee the freshness and good
lest explains itself:
ed States Steel, preferred, 105V4.
quality.
highest
All
our
BENEFIT FOR
WAS A PIONEER OF ALBUQUERKansas City, Mo.. Sept. 29, 1905.
tirade of goods bear our own
Provisions.
Mayor, Albuquerque, N. M.
QUE, COMING TO THIS CITY IN
label and are guaranteed bjr
Chicago, Oct. 4. Closing prices on
1881
Dear Sir I am looking for a husLEAVES A LARGE FAMILY.
OOsOsOS0 c
us.
band, and want to find one through provisions:
Colo. Phono Black 73
John A. Conley, a pioneer of Albu-- I
you. Please adveitise in your papers.
Wheat lkc, 84,dc; May, 85'4c.
The Colorado Telephone Co.
querque and one of lis best citizens,!
1 want
Corn Oct., 49c; Dec. 43c.
a good, kind, true, loving hus000)OOs)0OeOeOOe)0OO
is dean, iieatn came late yesterday
Oats Oct., 27c; Pec., 27c.
band; one that will take me there in
Room 18, N. T. Armljo Building.
Pork Oct., $14.80; Jan., $12.60.
afternoon at the family home. 9mi
dear old New Mexico and give me a
Lard Oct., $7.12V4: Jan., $6.77'.i.
Williams street, after a lingering i!
good homo, either In the country or
ness with a complication of diseases
Ribs Oct., $6.50; Jan., $G.62Mjin town. I will send my photo to any
Do you realize that you can get
2
due to old age. The deceased was 75
one sending me theirs. I am not an
modern
telephone service today for
A
years old.
Lead and Copper.
I am an honest, true,
adventuress.
you
what
are paying for Inferior ser- New York, Oct. 4. Lead and
Mr. Conley came to Albuquerque in'
woman, and don't want any of these
AT 6:30 P. M.
vlceT
$
8. T. VANN, O. D.
steady and unchanged.
ISM from Kansas, where he settled
Missouri men for a husband. I have
Eyesight Specialist.
in the early days of that state and
The only long distance transmitters o
been a widow five years and have one
President of New Mexico Doard of
prospered at his ttade, that of a car HARRY N ACE,
and receivers; wall or desk sets; long
sweet daughter 9 years old. I am 35 COMING TO ELKS' THEATRE
s
Optometry.
penter. After taking up his home in
years of age, have largo, browu eyes
time contracts, as you wish; lowest
0
and
Acrobat
Contortionist.
10
AND
0C10BER 9
tiiis city he continued to follow hia
rate- First established optician In New
and brown hair. I am American born
i
trade until sickness forced him to give SKETCH TEAM,
Mexico. Glasses fitted for poor sight,
and white. 1 could love a good man
Mr. (Jeorge Samuels make a spe- up active work.
headache
nervous
and
with all my heait. Please do this
strain.
Richardson & La Byrd.
He leaves a wife and five children
cial announcement that he has seOffice Room y, Whiting block. Apmuch for me. Respeetfuliv,
pointments
M ARC ITER IT E NICKKRSON,
emed the western rights to the famous to mourn his death. Three of the JEWISH IMPERSONATIONS,
made at Vann's drug
OUR COAL YARD
comedy, "The Man Fiom Mexico,'' children reside lu Albuquerque. John
321 East Eighteenth street.
btore.
H.
Gibbs.
Is chock full of coal that will gladdea
After same little discussion the mat and also for the lat st New York suc- A. Conley, Jr., la a foreman In the
your heart and warm your doom
ter was relerred to toe police com- cess. "A Deserted Bride." These two Santa Fe shops. Mrs. Daisy Hitch- MARIAN WHITING,
I
when Its cold.
mittee for act inn. The letter caused plays will lie presented by his com- cock, a daughter. Is the wife of SuFill your bins tot
Orpheum Monologigt and Music!
pany on their first trip over the cir- perintendent Hitchcock, of the Southnext winter now and avoid tbe rasa.
considerable merriment.
W.
0.
Strong's Sons
about 5 cuit. Special scenery has been built ern California division of the Santa HAMILTON SISTERS,
The council adjourned
LOOK
for the circuit' liousi s. and the elec- Ke system.
o'clock.
Terpsichorean Artists.'
American Block coal, the best Gallas
The 'funeral will be held at 2:30
STRONG BLOCK.
trical novelties used in 'lie melomined.
Cerrlllos Lump, the standard
drama are said to be wonderful. Real- o'clock Friday afternoon, at the family THE HUMAN MOCKING BIRD,
AT ELKS' THEATRE TONIGHT
heating coal. All sizes of hard
istic views of Chicago are given and lesldence. Kev. Wilbur Fiske, pastor
A. WhistlerJ
Avenue .Methodist church,
WOOD
tiie stage settings are all new and of the
It is a pleasuie to announce that novel.
will conduct the services. Burial will "AT O'RILEY'S," A Humorous Skit,
Factory wood, $3.00 full load; Orees
tonight
given
apain
will
be
"Raniona"
be in Fairview cemetery.
Mill wood, $2.00 full load.
Whiting A. Gibbs.
at the Klks' theater, ami from the FIRST REGULAR DANCE
Eureka White Lima.
tie
will
present 'outlook the thtatrr
y
select
HAHN'S COAL YARD.
Superintendents
crowded with an
Fairview
OF WINTER SEASON
and
Auto Phone, 416.
Colo. Phons, 4&
audience.
Santa Harbara Cemeteries.
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Miss Calhoun and her excellent sup- COMMERCIAL
AFTER DINNER
CLUB
TO
OPEN
porting company gave us last SaturMONUMENTS.
2
WITH PLEASANT SOCIAL EVENT ,0
day evening what may be truthfully
Or between meals, any time, in
AT CLUB ROOMS THIS EVENING.
"A
N.
St.,
Second
Both
splenus
Phones.
a
conservatively
a
stated
and
6 I fat, one of our "I. I'lata
did rendition of 1 len Hunt Jackson's
is a delightful smoke. They
The first regular dance of the win-t- (
But much quality you want when buying drugs. An ounce of medibeautiful, though sad, story. It lingers
have a delicious flavor, and are
l y tho Comr reason to be glvr-good clear throuiUi, from end to
cine rightly made is worth a bucketful of stuff carelessly compoundNew Cure for Cancer.
with one for many days after the cur- mercial club will occur tonight. The
ed with drum ol uncertain quality.
tain lias been rung down.
end. They please the most crit- Oi All mii fa' e cancers are now known
dune i s given by the club aro amone
Our constantly growing business attests tbe quality ..f our work
Probably the reason of "Himiona's" the iik rt pleasant social events of the
ical smoker. This Is only one
to be curable, by lluelileil's Arnica
.Salve. Jas. Wallers, of Lluffield. Va.,
and goo Is.
of the many good tliitms in our
mi pi eeedented popularity Is the In- fall and winter In Albuquerque, an1
tense human note sounded that
Ktock of choice ( ijius. We menM. BRIGGS A CO..
Aiifs: 'I "iiad a canter on my Hp
will be welcomed by the social element
to evt ry heart. To counterbalfor yi ars, that seemed Incurable, till
tion a few others to show you
First St. and (loid Ave.
Props. Alvaradu Pharmacy.
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of the city. A cordial Invitation
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hnn
delia
tragic
of
0 Husklcii's Arnica Salve healed it, and
flement vein
ance its
our values:
extended to tee niemticrs and ri tends 0
true,
rings
comedy
U
cate
perfectly well." (Jiiivranf eed
j
that
Don Florio, 3 for
of the club to attend tonight's af- - 0
25c S now it
cu;e ffor cuts and burns.
the whole. One of the big hits talr.
Don Recardo, 2 for ........25c
Tic at al!
Spanish
performance
w;is
of the
the
High Life
iruunists.
Have your floats built and sign work
5c
dance,
al!
with
Special sale of fine Eaih Iiot.e
rendered
r
scinus and
Dependable, 5c Little Sultano, 5c
done by 8tacy 4 Co., the only union
American
cooking;
also
Mexiall
an
Don't
cook
wait
for
rxiiioslon
race.
of
that southern
ltlmikets, Ju.st the thin for your
the abandon
can dishes a specialty. STiort order. ign writers In town. Quler's old
with gas the humane way.
This is one of the performances that
Auto phone, 454; Colorado
M. GUSSAROFF(!Ms
Meals served at all hours. Old Town, stand.
Albuquerque theatergoers should not
phone, 52.
0
IVES.
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of
south
FLORIST.
court
house.
bliss.
Iry Goods company
Freeh Cut Flowers.
NICK FRANCO.
GOETZ'S PICALILLI AT MALOY'S

OUTING FLANNEL GARMENTS

Night Gowns - Under Skirts

-

- Dressipg Sacquea - Kimonas

Outing Flannel Night Gowns at
Reduced Prices for This Sale

Women's Outing Night
good
quality of Outing Flannel
65c
Women's Plain White Outing
made of best
extra
Sl.00
sale at
and
Women's Outing Night Gowns
plain Pink and
best quality
priced
this sale at
Women s Short Outing JFp
Women's Outing Flannel
Flannel Petticoats
Long Underskirts for
Women's Outing Flannel Kimonas and Dressing Sacques
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Each

50c
65c

Women's Long Outing Flannel Kimonas
SI.50 to $2.25 Each
and Fancy at
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Captain

Matty worked. He was pounded all
over the lot. McGraw kept him In.
The crowd yelled to take him out. It
was a new' experience for Matty. He
looked appeallngly nt his manager.
Still McGraw kept him in.
Malty had to stick and take what
was coming to him. McGraw paid no
attention to the screaming of the fans.
Hut he took him out before the
game ended. He waved him away In
the middle of an inning. Matty did
not come back to the bench. He
walked to the club house. It was
pitiful and every one of us felt sorry
for him.
McGraw lost that opening game. Hut
what was one game to the GlantsT
He had saved the greatest pitcher that
ever faced a hatter.
The lesson wBSsufflclent for Math-ewso-

McGANN,

of the New York National
League Base Ball Club.

To begin with, you can't export me
to have any grant's of comiosltion.
I'm not a writer. I'm a hall player,
and having your fingers all bunged
up ly stopping hot throws docs not
make them deft with the pen. But If
you'll stand for my rough style, I'll
try to tell you why the Giants won
pennant.
There were no stars on the team.
Bach part is the ninih part of a unit,
working whole.
If you ask me to what one thing
more than any other the success of
the Oiants is due, I have the answer:
e

McOraw

!

There are many strings that have
contributed to make us champions,
but they are all gathered in the hands
of McGraw.
Ball players are naturally pretty
nigged in disposition. The gentle man- neis necessary in a parlor would be j
somewnat io; ueiicate lor me oan
field. And this Is just aft true of col-- j
lege bred men as It is of those who
never ate their grass with a fork.
McOraw got us together, developed
us and made us champions. McGraw
with the emphasis on
has his
his." He stands for no contradiction, no return argument. It's never
"will you do this?" It's "do it."
And it's done; done McGraw's way.
His men have perfect confidence In
his Judgment. They know that he has
every trick of the game wiapped up
and ready for delivery. They know j
what kind of a ball player he is him-- i
self, and if they can be like him they
consider their ambition satisfied. It,
may seem a trifle, but a manager in!
uniform on the field has one in store!
clothes faded to a frazzle.
The fine art of McGraw's hand is
seen to particular adjantaee in his
guiding of pitchers and pitchers are
a most impoitant factor in a ball
game.
An illustration will show this better
than any other way.
i
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You will hear a fan criticise a catch
er, for instance:
"That guy can't throw to bases any
thing like so and so."
"There's a foul that so and so would
eat."
Maybe.
Hut the critic forgets that
the catcher, who may be a bit Blower
of foot and aim than another, hap'
pens to be the one who is guiding the
pitcher to victory. Without his steady- Ing mind that boy on the slab would
look like Lou Dillon hitched to a
wheelbarrow.
Getting runs Is obviously the main
thnlg. The Giants work continually
and always collectively toward that
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WHAT TO EAT
Is very often a liaid question for the
person to solve who Is afflicted with
a weak stoniac h. Kxperlence has
taught him to si lert his food with
Rreat caution or else suffer from attacks of Heartburn, Bloating, Hea
che, Cramps, Indigestion, Dyspepsia,
Vomiting, Costiveness and Biliousness.
Strengthen tho digestive organs by
taking a dose nf Hostette's Stomach
Bitters before meals, and be made well
again. Insint on having
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NEW MEXICO COUPLE
WED AT TRINIDAD.
A Trinidad,
Colo., dispatch says:
At 11 o'clock Monday morning In the
paisonage of the Iiaptist church. Rev.
B. V. Lawlcr united in marriage Miss
Nellie K. Nichols and George M.
IJwyer, both of Clayton, N. M. Mr.
Dwyer Is a wealthy stockman and

'EJ'
U

banker of Clayton, and his bride is
one of the prominent society lead
ers of New Mexico. They left for
Clayton, where they will make their
home.

.
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M cGRAW.

It la peculiar that all of ns
should compliment the Harvey
System, and yet wo do. It's a
habit, and we can't help It. I
am really ashamed to say anything further, but I can't abstain. The dining car service
on the California Limited la too
good to be true.
K. T. W.

Full of Tragic Meanina
are these lines from J. H. Simmons, of
Casey, la. Think what might have resulted from his terrible cough if he
had not taken the medicine about
which he writes:
"I had a feaiful
cough, which disturbed my night's
rest. I tried everything, but nothing
SANTA FE IS THE WAY
would relieve it, until
I took
Dr.
King's New Discovery for Consump
tion, Coughs and Colds, which completely cured me.' Instantly relieves
REMOVAL.
and permanently cures all throat and
We have
from 310 West
lung diseases;
prevents grip and Gold avenue removed
to 217 West Gold, In the
pneumonia. At all druggists; guar- office occupied
anteed; 50c and S1.00. Trial bottle Realty company. by the J. M. Moore
free.
WATER SUPPLY CO.
o

SCIENCE VS. NATURE

IN

MID-AFRI-

TO BUILD A ROCK
AND CEMENT DAM.
So far, about $U0O has been sub

CA

FENCE CUTTERS
CAPTURED BY OFFICER.
Saturday night Sheriff Cleofes Ro
mero and Mounted Policeman John
Hrape returned from tajj vicinity of
the Beck grant where they captured
Mai tin Delgado and Isidro Tafoya,
two accused fence cutters, says the
Optic. Deputy Sheriff Rafael Lucero
also brought In Francisco Duran and
Antonio Delgado, wanted for the same
offense. These four prisoners were
arrested on a bench warrant, and will
hearing iu
have their preliminary
soon as Judge Mills
returns from
Raton and can find time to look into
their cases.

i

For

Kinds of Piles.
out of a burn, heal a
cut without leaving a scar, or to cuie
hulls, sores, tetter, eczema and all
skin and scalp diseases, use DeWitt's
Witch Hazel Salve. A specific for
Mind, bleeding, itching and protruding!
plies. Stops the pain Instantly and
cures iwrmnnentlv. (Jef ihrt piinine
Sold by all druggists.
AU

To draw the fire

f

Trains ate now reported crossing
the gorge of the Zambesi river falls
In the heart of Africa, which was first
penetrated by white men fifty years
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AT THE MEADOW

CITV.

gin,1
Nora Montoya, the It year-olwho was arrested some time ago for,
stealing a purse from the Closson
house, is again in trouble, says the
Optic, A dock disappeared from the
home of Mrs. Smith, on South Fourth
street, and Mrs. Dillon, of the same
neighborhood, lost a watch. Officer
Hen Coles made a search and found
the articles In the possession of the
little girl. It will be well for householders to keep a watch on this little
maiden, who is too small to send to
jail, but w ho has a well trained criiu-- .
iual instinct.

Don't Borrow Trouble.
It Is a lad habit to borrow anything,
but the worst thing you can possibly
borrow, is trouble. When sick, sore,
heavy, weary, and worn-ou- t
by the
pains and poisons of dyspepsia, biliousness, lirUht's disease, and similar Intel nal disorders, don't sit down
Easy Way from Standpoint of Convenience-Guarante- ed brood over your symptoms, but fly and
for
relief to Klectric Hitters. Here you
will find sure and permanent forget-fulnes- s
by J.
O'Riley
Co.
of all your troubles, and your
body will not bo burdened by a load of
debt disease. At all druggists. Price
L'util a combination of unusual rem- after eating, headache, belching of 50c. tiua. anteed.
edies, heretofore but little known in gases, sotn iaste in the mouth, dizziNOTICC.
ness, heart burn, specks before the
this countiy, was made In
Mrs. II. R. Vewell has left my bed
eyes, furred tongue, sleeplessness,
and board and abandoned me, and
tablets, no certain cure for Indigestion backache,
debility, or
It
to return.
This, therefore, Is
had been found, and It Is therefore shows that the stomach weakness.
be
to
needs
to notify a'.l concerned that I will not
hardly to be wondered at that J. H. strengthened with
bo resj. ons. tile for any debts contractO'Hielly & Co., who have the
Just one little tablet out of a fifty-ce- ed
by lay w ife, said Mrs. H. R. Yewell,
agency
for
are
box before meals for a few days,
selling large quantities.
and you will soon regaia perfect from and after thisH.date.
It. YEWU.I.,
Is a guaranteed cure
for health and strength. Ask J. H. O'Hielly
September 9, 1903.
all diseases of the stonmth excepting & Co. to show you the guarantee uncancer. If you have pains or distress der which they sell this remedy.
Subscribe tor The Evening Citizen.
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Albu-queriju- e

Shortest and quickest
line from
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado 8prlnge, and all Colorado point.
Connection at Denver and Pueblo with
all lines east and west. Time as quick
and rate as low as by other line.
DININgT
PULLMAN
8LEEPERS,
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
CARS.
On all through

delay

train.

No tiresome

at any etatlon.

For Illustrated advertising
matter
or Information, address or apply to

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.t Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.

Subscribe for the Evening Citizen

MOTHERHOOD

'

'

How To Gai

The Happiness

vi inuaren
Motherhood Is woman's highest sphere In life.
It is the fruition of her dearest hopes and
most holy desires. Yet thousands of noble
women, through the derangement of the female generative organs
brought on by female weakness and disease, are unable to produce
children !
Ninety-nin-e
times out of every one hundred Lydia E. Pinkham3
Vegetable Compound will so restore and strengthen the female
organism as to make child bearing possible, easy, and safe.

LydiaLPinldiara'sVegetableCorapound
with Us record of thousands of cures, Is the remedy for women. Thousands of women are happy mothers of beautiful children
because In time of need they took Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound. No matter what your female weakness or disease, it will
afford jdu speedy relief and cure. Every woman who desires to
,
become a mother should read these- letters :
to-d-

ay

-

STOMACH CURE

An

"Scenic Line of the World"

RAILROAD

TICKETS.
Cut Rates.
For reduced rates to
from all
scribed toward building a rock and points, go to Paulsen's and
Association
cement dam east of Las Cruces, says Railroad ticket office. Railroad
tickets
the Citizen. The F. H. Bascom com- bought, sold and exchanged.
pany has ordered sufficient cement,
which will be 'here In a few days, for
the construction of the dam. It is to
the interest of every property holder
and business man to see that this
work be commenced at once.
Plana to Get Rich
are often frustrated by sudden breakdowns, due to dyspepsia or constipation. Brace up and take Dr. King's
New Life Pills.
They take out the
materials that are clogging your energies, and give you a new start. Cure
headache and dizziness, too. At all
drug stores; 25c, guaianteed.

ing skirts.

Ujq vtore of Reliability

TOPICS

g

n

Notice.
United States Land Office, Santa Fe,
N. M., Sept. 27, 1905.
"Notice la hereby given that the following township plats will be on file
In this office November 13, 1905, viz:
Township 7 north, range 8 east.
Township 4 north, range 9 east.
Township G north, range 8 east.
On and after above date we will be
ready to receive appications for entries In said townships.
MANUEL It. OTLUO, Register.
FItKD MULLKH, Receiver.
See the window display of the Ulo
Grande Woolen Mills at the Globe
tore, then ask for those $3.50 walk-

third streets

DENVER

know what kind of a crowd packed
grounus. unristy niatnew-eowe
asked McGraw to let him work.
This was unusual. His players do not
butt Into McGraw's plans.
"I'm good, today," said Mathewson.
Til put it ail over the other fellows."
McGraw looked at Matty. He knew
that Matty had nothing. He knew better than his pitcher how good he was.
"Go in and work," said McGraw.

ago. Here, tossed by the Bpray from
Africa's greatest natural wonder, passengers on trains cioss Africa's greatest engineering triumph. The. achievement is the most spectacular one In
the gradual realization
of
Cecil
Rhodes' dream of a Cape to Cairo
railroad, nearly G,000 miles long.
The Victoria falls are about l.CGO
miles from the Cape, and the railroad
has already pushed 130 miles Into the
region in Which some day the line from
Cairo is to be met and connected
with.
Although the falls are 6,000 feet
wide, they lose themselves in a nar-nocleft in the earth, and the water
emerges through a gorge even narrower. It is this gorge that Is spanned by the bridge 400 feet above the
surface of the water. The bridge is
only 4iu feet long. It was built from
both siJes of the gorge, and greatly
strained its anchors until it was finally
Jolued in the center and became a perfect, self supporting arch.

TIAILROAD AVENUE

'Second
i

HOSTETTER'S
STOMACH BITTERS
TERRITORIAL

WEST

For the fall and winter of 1905-- well dressed ladies will wear either white or black- -s
The United States land communion
the occasion
met Mondav afternoon In tho nfflpn
may require.
of the secretary, A. A. Keen, at Santa
re. lucre were present; Acting Governor J. W. Ttavnnlds. Attnrnov Hon.
eral Prlchard and Surveyor General
owing tne absence or.
Commissioner of Public Lands A. A.
rveen, me commission adjourned
end.
to
Get the run In. That's McGraw's meet In nostnoned session Mondav.
October 9, 1905.
shlboleth.
McGraw,
Is showing one of the most complete lines In white and black dress fabric ever brought
team
work, harmony
to this city at
Do You Want Strenath?
among the personnel of the men and
prices ranging from 20 cent to $2.50 per yard. Values unequalled at prices named. Of course we
you
If
your
to
strength
want
Increase
have
McOraw,
sucresponsible
are
the
for
Catching a ball and making a base
an elegant lines of dress goods In colors, and will be pleased to hw all callers our entire stock.
you must add to and not take from the
hit are very small parts of the na cess of the Giants.
physical. In other words, the fooa
DAN McGANN,
tional game. The average spectator
you eat must be digested, assimknows very little of the real work Captain of the New York National that
ilated and appropriated by the neives,
a team may be putting up to win.
League Uase Hall Club.
blood and tissues before being expelled from the Intestines. Kodol Dy
1
t
spepsia Cure adds to the physical. It
gives strength to and builds up THE DINING
Btrength In tho human system. It is CAR SERVICE
pleasant to tho taste and palatable,
and the only food combination of
that will digest the food and
enable the system to appropriate all of
Its health and strength-givinquali(From the California Limited
ties. Sold by all druggists.
Log L'ook)

j

"Train Are Now Crossing the Great
Gorge of the Zambesi River on a
Bridge 400 Feet Above the Water,
Great Piece of Engineering Among
the Wilds.

4, 1905.

"

Gear Mrs. Pinkham: I had been married seven years and had no children, owing to a female weakness and womb trouble, which caused me severe;
suffering each month. A lady advised me to try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound, and I did so, and now I have no more pains and am perfectly
well, besides having a flno baby boy. Mrs. Rosa F. Karel, Ravenna, Neb.

Another happy and grateful mothter writes to Mrs. Pinkham as follows:
Pinkham : I was very anxious for
child, but could not carry one to
My husband advised me to take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

Dtar Mrs.
maturity.

I did so, and soon began to feel better tn every way. I continued its use and was enabled
I now have a nice baby girl, and 1 feel like
to carry my next child to maturity.
Mm. Frank Beyer, 22 S. Second St., Meriden, Conn.
a new woman.

Actual sterility in woman Is very rare. If any woman thinks she
sterile, lether write to Mrs. Pinkham at Lynn, Mass., whose advice
is given free to all would-b- e and expectant mothers. Her letter will
give you valuable Information.

13

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound Cures Where Others Fail
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SOME POINTERS

UNDERTAKES TO FEED

FROM WASHINGTON

THE CANAL LABORERS
CONTRACT GIVEN TO MAN WHO HAS A LONG STRING OF RAILROAD
RESTAURANTS IN THE WEST IN THE FACE OF FOOD SCARCITY HE PROPOSES TO FEED WHITE MEN AT $1 PER DAY AND
NEGROES FOR 45 CENTS HIS PLANS.
To feed the 20,000 or more workmen
on the Panama canal, and give them,
"Just what they are used to at "nome,'
of Omaha has just ob-- .
R. Marcl
J.
,
.....
.
n
r;
i
in
iii aBi'"v.
jvhi1U iiiiiiiaci.
live
laiuea
.
I
t.lnlra Yin
Ol atjuuriimi lummmiin, lie Luiurtn.
can feed them at what la supposed to
he the average cost of living at hlme.
Markel made his bid after maKIng
a, personal Inspection of the Isthmus.
The canal employes are not to be compelled to patronize the commissary,
but he Is pledged to have it there for
all who may want It.
Market's whole life has been spent
In catering on a large scale. At pies- 1

!

s

C

--

headquarters to stations

Sc

ent he owns eating and lodging houses
aiong ine lines or the C, H. & D
Illinois Central, Denver & Rio Grande,
Kock Island, Kansas City Southern,
and other western roads.
This gives an Idea of what the contractor will have to contend with in
Panama:
Eggs are 10 cents a piece.
Salt fish 40 cents a pound.
Fresh meat 50 cents to $1 per pound.
Natives to lazy to catch and seli
fish.
Camps scattered along the whole
length of the canal.
Native help very doubtful.
Transportation high.
About 80 per cent of the supplies to
be imported from the United States.
Only two hotels already built, at
Culebro and Corozal.
This Is how Markel says he is going
to be able to serve three meals to
Jamaica negroes at 45 cents per day
and to white men at $1 per day:
Buy supplies where most convenient.
Ship supplies by government learners in cold storage at cost of a little
more.
Store perishable goods at Tanama
and Colon In government cold storage houses at cost.
Erect ten hotels along the line.
Send out tiains daily from Colon

GHULALONGKORN

--

y

ffi

J

J. fi. MARKEI,.
breakrast.
The bill of fare for the
native laborers will be:
Breakfast,
ceieals, fish, bread and butter, coffee
and tea; dinner, soup, meat or fish,
potatoes, yucca, yams, bread and butter, pudding and tea or coffee. The
evening meal will be a composite of
the aliove with the addition of sauce.

I,
THE KING OF SIAM

ENLIGHTENED ASIATIC MONARCH
WHO HAS ISSUED
FOR THE ABOLISHMENT OF SLAVERY.

A

DECREE

Born, September 20, 1S33.
ese roof the Tain leaks.
King, imports lis clothes fram Lon
,
Crowned king Ja 1SCS...
He has twpntv.thrpp nnmpa Ono nf don.
occasionally visits In state Paris
them is Paramlndr Maha Chulalong-- ' andHe London,
involving his hosts in
korn.
tremendous expense for board and enQueen's name, Sowapa Pongsl.
tertainment.
He has 300 wives.
When crown prince, after passing
He sneaks English fluently, using hard examination at Oxford, he wired
the present classical English.
his royal dad: "Sacrifice 500 persons.
Present dynasty fouuded by Chak-hr- i I have passed."
in 1782.
When the king dies he will he creEleven of his 131 sons were edu-- j mated in a palace especially erected
cated In English schools.
for the occasion.
Weais European apparel except on
It would be considered discracefiil
state occasions.
if any man should go hungry while
Latest Improvement adopted Is the, there was food in the royal storebrand new guillotine purchased In houses.
I
Paris.
Next to the mikado, Chulalongkfirn
Has declared against servitude in Is accounted the most (Heightened and
a decree to take effect April 1. The! capable monarch In Asia.
children born of slaves shall be free.
He employs several hundred AmeriIn the future no person shall be en- can and European experts.
slaved. Present-slavshall be freed
He has established schools for the
gradually.
higher education of both boys and
'
Imported foreign experts to reform girls.
Judicial methods, police, sanitary andi Under his supervision, revenues exfinances,
ceed expenditures and Slam iias no
King has twenty half brothers and) public debt.
a multitude of sisters.
He has constructed hundreds of
He has authority to name anyone miles of raiboads and secured the Inas his successor, but will undoubtedly troduction of electTic lights and street
choose eldest son.
cars.
Royal palace Is masterpiece of' ItalHis capital. Bangkok, has a populaian architecture, through whose Sim- - tion of 700,000.

FRANCIS JOSEPH, MOST
TROUBLED

MONARCH

Alitrnat Ifi 1 VJll A t Vipnna
He Is the head of the famous royal Hapshurg family.
He asrended the throne December 2, 1S4S, on the abdication of
tinrn

l?rt

Emperor Ferdinand.
The young Franz Joseph then sit sail into a sea of trouble from
which he has never emerged.
In 184!) Hungary declared Itself a republic, with Kossuth as governor. In Italy, Charles Albert of Sardinia, took up arms against
Austria. Both in Italy and Hungary Austria triumphed at the time.
In 1S.')3 an attempt was made to assassinate him, but he escaped
with a slight wound.
In IStili Fianz Joseph went to war with France and Sardinia.
The Austrians were overthrown at Magenta and Solferlno and lost

Imbardy.

The disastrous "seven weeks war'' with Prussia was anothr
hard blow.
The Hungarians, the Czechs of Bohemia, and the Poles of Gal- -

nue

i' in
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Franz Joseph married. Am II 21, 18.11. Elizabeth, .tumylitor of
Duke Maxmillian, of Bavaria. She was assassinated bv an Italian an
areliist in Genoa, September 10, 18 '8.
Franz Joseph's brother, Maxluiillian I, emperor of Mexico, was
condemned and executed by the Mexican republicans in 1M17.
Maximlliian's wile, Carlotta, wont Insane.
The Archduchess Maria was burtiml to death at Schoenhrenn
palace.
Rudolph, Franz Joseph's only sun. was mysteriously killed in a
hunting bulge In Janua.y, 180:. By bis side, lying dead, was Marie
girl, fur whom he desired to diVetsera, a beautiful nineteen year-olvorce his wife, the Princess Stephanie.
Franz Joseph Idolized Rudolph, and his terrible death was the
greatest sorrow of his life.
Archduke John was lost while on a voyage, with all on buard.
Over twenty years ago Franz Josi-pmet and was captivated by
a young actress, Katha:ina Schratt.
For twenty years Frau Sehratt has remained the Idol of the emperor. She refused to marry him whun the empress' death made him

fret.

He Is still a visitor at Mine. Srh a't's, but spends most of his
time with his daughter, Marie Ya'.eiie, and bis gnatest delight now
is to be with his grandchild! en.
In bis mode of life the emperor is exceedingly moderatea pattern of hygienic common sense.
He rises at 4 In the summer and a in the winter.
He is very fond of cUars and likes to take a drive.
lie eats jiguuy ana unnks a lew g!a.-se-s
of beer dally.
At S:;ii the lights are extinguished in his apartment's w th the
or
rtguianty
ciockwotk.
His greatest pleasure la In the chase. He likes to hear a good
story.
He is greatly loved by the Iieoiile of Austria iiror r
-
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GREAT

IDEAS

To Evening Citizen.

Washington, D. C Sept. 29. It Is
Interesting and pleasing to read the
reports in The Citizen of the grand
success of the
and unprecedented
twenty-fiftterritorial fair, by one,
who was present, and was awarded
some of the first prizes at the first
territorial fair, and who also attended every fair thereafter while a resident of the territory. While each
fair has generally surpassed the preceding one the fact that nine thousand persons passed through the gates
in one day at the last fair ought to
give entire satisfaction to everyone
that so generously contributed to the
success of this constantly growing
territorial enterprise, and be an Incentive to make the next surpass any
of the past. One of the most important industrial exhibits presented was
the largest piece of coal probably
ever mined in the world, and then,
too, from a local mine. It has received national attention.
(Note. Yea, the largest crowd In
history of these territorial fairs, attended the last fair, but the management announces a big deficit. It was
a success in attendance, but not In
finances, or attractions.)
A news Item announces
that the
Southern Pacific railroad has ordered
fifty thousand tons of steel rails In
Get many for its roads In the United
States nd Mexico. Other companies
require from fifty to one hundred
thousand tons more for the southwest. Gould has contracted to take
all the steel rails that the Co.orado
Fuel and Iron company can turn out
for the next three or four years to
build his new road to the Pacific
coast. With unlimited coal, iron, flux
and labor supplies at the door what a
great opportunity to start a steel rail
works at Albuquerque. Why let hundreds of train ioads of Iron ore pass
through the town going to Pueblo to
Why not
be made into steel rails?
start a boom for the city by announcing to the world that with ail neces- sary material at the very door, an Al
buquerque steel works ought to turn
out steel rails at f 14 per ton, as cheap
as In the south. Capital by hundreds
of thousands, if not millions, would be
ready to invest. There can be no
question but what Albuquerque has a
far superior chance today to what
Pueblo had when the start was made
there to make steel rails. A steel rail
mill would not only establish the city
on a firm, everlasting basis, but would
materially aid to bring many other
manufactories of prime necessity. The
Albuquerque foundry has proven a
success, the Colorado Fuel and Iron
company has jumped from about half
a million to about forty million. Why
should not a steel mill be a success
at .Albuquerque? A woolen mill in
Kentucky had a very hard time to
pay expenses. Senator Joe Blackburn
ordered a $10 suit at the mill. At the
first day of the session of the United
States senate he appeared in that suit
and in a speech said that he was independent of the trust as he bad on a
$10 suit of clothes made at an independent factory in Kentucky. Thereafter the only trouble the factory had
was to supply orders as received.
Why shouid not Albuquerque and
New Mexico do the same by the Albuquerque woolen mills? Roswell has
a creamery. Raton is taking a move
in the same direction; yet in a land
wnere cnicKeua, cows ana auiniuit)
generally, almost find their own feed
the year round; where three to five
crops of alfalfa a year are cut. Albuquerque sends many, many thousands
of doilars away for butter, cheese,
three million eggs, fruit, corn, hay,
etc. Would it not be a good move if
a committee from the Commercial
Club, ov appointed by the county commissioners should induce every one
cultivating from an acre up to plant in
the best class of fruit, best paying
vegetables, nutmeg melons, alfalfa,
etc.? Even to the Atlantic coast, at
inarketB or stores, nutmog melons
can hardly be sold unless marked
"Rocky Ford" or "Colorado."
Yet
New Mexico could get to the Atlantic
three weeks ahead of Colorado, get
the cream and high first prices; and
sell in different towns by train loads.
Onions, if well cared for. shouid pay
from $500 to $800 per acre. No insect
touches It; no animal eats it, "except
man." Yet millions of pounds of onions and potatoes are annually received from foreign countries; while the
Rio Grande, Pecos and other valleys
produce the edible onion.
In regard to rural free delivery
routes, three petitions have been received from New Mexico; about the
least in the United States; two from
Roswell, one from Carlsbad, three
have been allowed. A fourth petition
has just been received and filed from
Santa Fe, and a special agent will be
sent as mxin as he can be spared from
other work. It would seem that Albuquerque ought to get in two or
three petitions at once, so that the
special can Investigate all at the same
time; or be may not be able to make
another visit there in six months or a
The president returns to the capital
on Satuixlay and thereafter more removals, changes and appointments
will be made. There will be something doing immediately upon the
meeting of congress, and many new
appointments will then be made. Delegate Andrews will be consulted upon all for New Mexico.

1!5.

If the blood is pure and healthy these sore
JOE RICHARDS-CIG- ARS
cannot exist. S. S. S. is the ideal blood
purifier. It cleanses the blood of nil
113
W. Railroad Avenue.
poisons and impurities, maVing it strong
and vigorous and able to supply the lwdy
with the strength and nourishment it
PIONEER BAKERY
needs. There is nothing that acts so
SIMON BALLING, .Proprietor.
promptly as S. S. S., toning up the en(Successor to Balling Bros.)
tire system, helping the general health
and curing sore? WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
Wa desire patronage and we guarpermanently, antee
first class baking.
bo not let a
wart or pimple 207 S. First Street.
Albuquerque.
develop into a
cancerous ulcer,
hut purity yout
PURELY VEGETABLE.
blood with PAINTS,. OILS,. VARNISHES. AND
S. S. S. It is nature's remedy, purely
BRUSHES
vegetable, and while driving ali poisons
Palmetto Roof Paint Stops all leaks.
from the blood, will build up every part One
gallon Devoe's Paint Covers
of the svstem.
Book on the Mood ami
any medical advice desired will be given Three hundred square feet two coats.
without charge, to nil who write.
Leather, Harness, Saddles, Eto
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Atlanta, Ga. 409
AVENUE
WEST RAILROAD
Established In

of Clilili, N. M.
MANUEL, R. OTERO,

Register.

PANO

Hillsboro

papa bought a

nil niinnnuin
inninnTinn
IKIilbHMUN
IS A

The
1621-163-

Hendrie

214

A.

Seventeenth Street,

9

0000000000
Uha

Best on

MELIN I

at the

and terms, apply

&

EAKIN,

HAY DEN

Office and Factory
WEST COPPER AVENUE.
Albuquerque, N. M.

In

S. 2d St.

office, 212

Wholesale- -

r

and Cigar Dealers

Dtg

The Williams

G. B. WILLIAMS and F. W. SCHMALMAACK,

CO.

Co

Proprietors.

Prescriptions Always
Compounded by a
Member of the Firm
117 WEST

RAILROAD

AVENUE,

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

A. E. WALKER,

e

cash sale,

the only provision being
riRE
INSURANCE.
that when you need the goods anySecretary Mutual Building Associaway, you trade with the merchants tion. Office at J. C ttaldridge's Lumber yard.
named below. A ballot box Is placed
rOTI A GRADI
at J. JH. O'Rielly & Co', drug store,
Dealers
in
Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
where all votes must be deposited. Be
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
sure and get your voting ticket.
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
List of Merchants Issuing Tickets.
TRY OUR
FRESH MEATS AND SAUSAQES
Bakery Pioneer Bakery.
A Specially Fine Line
Bicycles and Kodaks F. J. Houston.
UNION
MARKET

WE GRIND OUR

sfTZ?s

0

Aj

O.

Mat-so-

n

207 W. Gold

Coal and Wood

,

IIS

coooooaoo

Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish

Both Phonea.

The Fuehr Undertaking Company
Successors to Edwards & Fuehr
307 West Railroad Avenut.
Day or Night
8ith 'Phones.

Dye Works

J

REDUCED PRICES
Dental Work. Plates, $8.00;
Gold Crowns, $6.00; Fillings, $1.00
np. Teeth extracted without pain,
50c. All guaranteed.

& j On
1

i

D. Emmons.

J

Go'd Ave.

Member of Board of Optometry Examiners!

.

W. H. Hahn.
Confectionery C. P. Schutt.
Dentistry B. F. Copp, D. D. S.
Drugs J. H. O'Rielly & Co.
Dry Goods The Globe Store.

Mcllroy & DeLeon.
Electric Supplies S. W. Electric
Construction Co.

Avenue

all glasses prescribed by us.

BEBBER OPTICAL CO.

7

& Co.

LENSES

OWN

For the reason that we can guarantee

We give on our laundry workT Try it and see how durable
It
Notice how long It keeps it finish. We turn out linsn, white as itnow
and free from all specks or wrinkles.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

"Red Wagons"

0

Two Daily Trains Each Way

Giocerles The Jaffa Grocery Co.;
The Highland Grocery; The Broadway Grocery.
Albuquerque

Hardware

EliPaso and Southwestern System

Hardware

Co.

Harness Thomas F. Keleher.
Hay and Grain Clarkvllle Produce

Room

Co.

Crystal Ice Co., both phones.
Jewelry II. E. Fox.
Laundry Imperial
laundry Co.,
back of postolflee.

Rock Island System

N. T. Armijo Building.

17,

V.

B0t

Meats, Butter and Eggs
tOS North Second St.
0

&

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

Standard and Tourist Sleepers.
Chair Cars and Coaches.
WIDE

LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANS- 0
Restaurant Zolger's Restaurant.
FER STABLES
Horses and Mules bought and exlor Win, G!
changed.
0
Wall Paper and Palutj The Bee BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Hive, F. L. Pjerce, 209 West Gold ave-uuSecond street, between Railroad and
o
Copper avenues.
The Pantatorlum.
!0
Ciothos cleaned, pressed and dyed.
All clothes called for and delivered. m SHORTHAND and TYPEWRITING h
206 West Silver avenue. Auto phone H
S. S. Pearlstlne.
H
721. G. D. Hoffman, proprietor.
M 2l2's S. Second St., Auto phone H
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S.
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plain wrappo
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New Hotel and Rooming House.
Open September 11. at 821 South
Third street. Your patronage solicited. Special rate to regular boarders.
Mrs. R. Green, proprietor.

Dining Cars

meals a la carte.

THROUGH

WITHOUl

V. R. STILES,
Gen. Passenger Agt.

Gen. Agt.
EL PASO, TEXAS.

VE FILL

PRESCRIPTIONS

H.
RIGHT

At Consistent Prices

0
0

0

CHANGE.

The shortest, quickest and best line between the Great Lakes,
the Mississippi Valley and the Pacific Coast.
GARNETT KING,

0

0

VESTIBULED THROUGHOUT.

M

Strictly Confidential, h
' unn.it uml t Business

I' "--

Until!.',
,,f u.

M

0

0

Chicago,
St. Louis, Kansas City and
The Great Southwest

Abbott, Prop.

Only the

West

204

Between

Oily Market
John

0
0

0

Ice

Graham Bros.

0

0

B. F. COPP, D. D. S.

xzzzzzxzzzzzzxzxz

J

Lessons

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet ft
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Joa. Sohllts Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and dlstributora
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

X

school, club or other organization of FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE,
LOANS
Albuquerque that Is voted and electAutomatic phone 451.
ed the most popular. The contest la
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.
now open, and closes on December 10, CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO
HAY. GRAIN AND FEED
1905. ' The piano is on exhibition at
Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
the Globe store, where It may be seen
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
by all. One vote is given free to ev- 602 South First Street-Bot- h
Phones
erybody, with every twenty-fivcent

J.

Kxpert Accountant

Practical Boo!iK.eepinf
0000oo000 oooaocoo

-

Furniture

00000OaoaK4

Will give a series' of Twenty

The merchants named below will
Phones, Auto. 108; Colo., Black 265.
give a beautiful Price & Teeple Ma- X X X X- X T X X X X X
hogany Piano, to the lodge, church,
&

Books and Stationery

COLORADO

ROBERT DROOT

Free Delivery.

RANKIN

DENVER,

If sufficient inducement off era

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,
412

2

Mfg. and Supply Co.

Bolthoff

OtCD00COOOtO

South Second Street.

IV.

&

For particulars

x x x x x x x x x x

Dl rUIVINNb
SUCCESS
are

When the Pump and Engine
ALL
RIGHT, WE GUARANTEE our Outfit for 6 years. We are Headquarters
for Power Pumping Machinery. Send
for Catalogue.

1882

Creamery Butter
Earth.

Orders Solicited.

Y

"Mother was lucky"
gas range.

0

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

Bebber Optical Co.
r
Photographers
The
Studio.
Plumbing Standard
numbing
Heating Co.

Don-aclan-

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees, Im
boden's Granite Flour.

Optician

25,

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

F. C. PRATT &ICO.

Meats San Jose Market,
Railroad avenue.

of-

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

Thos. h. Keleher

Moon-Kelehe-

Notice Is hereby given tY;at the following named settler has filed notice
of his Intention to make final proof
In support of his claim, and that said
proof
will
be
made before the
probate clerk at Albuquerque, N.
M., on Novembef 4, mo;,., Vlz.;
Valencia, for the southwest
quarter of section 2, township 8 north,
rantre C cast.
He nanus the following witnesses
to prove his continuous
residence
u;m and cultivation of said land, viz.;
Jucoho Valencia, of Chillli, N. M.;
Jose Mora, of Chillli, N. M. ; Alejandro Romiuillo, of Chiliil, N. M.; Adam

l.opc.

no sign to cause uneaines, snil Wien
with n little rough handling, a slight cut
or bruise will develop into a sore that re. All
Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats.
fuses to heal, and the sufferer finds himSteam Sausage Factory.
self alllicted with a cancerous ulcer
EMI9 KLEINWORT,
About three year niro a bllator cam Masonic Building, North Third Street
ou the riKht
aide of rov none. It itrew
speedily in apite of nil effort to heal it
up; the pain w not very aevere at lirat,
B. A. SLEY6TER?
lint tncruaaod when the sore bfiian to
Inflame and diacharire matter. At timei
INSURANCE,
REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
the place would acab over and appear to
PUBLIC.
be (rnt tniir well, but the acab would drop
oft", leaving a rod, enitry looking ulcer. I Room 6,
Albuquerque
Cromwell
Block,
had almoit despaired of ever
it.
when my attention ' called ourinu
to 8. . 8.,
Automatic Telephone, 174.
and after taking a few bottles the aore
began to cradnnlly arrow amallrr, th
dixohartrn stopped and I waa cured.
Smoke the White Lily Cigar.
Oweiiaboro, Ky.
JWO. MASS1E.

Liquors

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.
(H. E. No. 8471.1
Department of the Interior, Land
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept.

Wholesale Grocets

Meat Market

Writer Penned This.
CORRESPONDENT'S

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

REAL ESTATE DEALERS

MAY BE CANCEROUS.

STREET

the Late Fair Since the

on the canal

with supplies.
Breakfast for the Americans win
consist of fruit, cereals, meat or eggs,
vegetables, bread and butter, and coffee or tea; dinner, the same with the
addition of Pup and fish an'i(ple and
pudding. Supper will be a MVlica Of

N.PEACH &C0.

A Wart or Pimple

Automatic 'phone, 535. Office, 208H
WIipii a wart, mole or pimple showi
West Gold Avenue.
any sign of tenderness it is a warning
that bad blood i liehind it. Often these
THIRD
places are on the face, hands, lees oi
other part of the body for years, and give

Thin'HavcChangcdAbout

SEVEN.

PAGE

0
0
0

RUPPK

NEXT TO BANK OF COMMERCE

203 W. Railroad Ave.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE CITIZEN AND READ THE NEWS

ALUUOUEHOUK

PAGE EIGHT.

PIERCE GIVES

LOCAL AND

V

1

Fair tonight and Thursday.

STYLISH

ONE OF OUR

SHOES FOR FALL

Leaves and Eves.
the fix leaves
Her dresses to niake;
Leaves from a cheek book
Tho modern lives make.

nd most approved Ideas In Women's footovear,

They areBlucher cut. Patent Colt Vamps and Quarters, Dull Kid top,
Light

Extension

Soles,

Medium

High Cugan Heel and Dressy Toe.

Either

Laceor Button. They are

so perfectly

deslgned and finished

that they fit every curve of the

footgracefullynd
comfort.

withease and

We have the same shoe

with a light,

sole and

hand-turne-

high Cuban or French

S30

for

heel;

dress wear.

GETTING BREAKFAST
With food preparations from F. F.
Trotter's grocery Is thorough assur-nnr- e
that you are starting the day
right. This also holds good for all
other meals, as any article of food
purchased at our store can be absolutely depended upon for genuine excellence. We thoroughly
test any
goods offered us, and retain In our
stock only those found good and
wholesome.

I

F. F. TROTTER
Nos. 118 and 120, South Second St.

C00OtK)000000C0
5

The Triumph of the Piano Maker
There are undoubtedly good qualities In every standard

piano.

But

THE GENUINE CHICKERING
v. ...... .uui t v i. . Vi
the standard of superiority
w

7

mt1s1

nnssoaa

uv jcio jl tuurovui , is auiunicu iu ua
for every good quality that any piano

Annual Change to

Sfce

WARMER

BE R WE A R

UN

and
Pierce waned examination
Woman la the perfection of the huor to await the action man race.
was
bound
n!'-h- ;
of the next rr:ind jury, which meets
Matrimony Is an Institution estabhome l'i
In March.
His bond was placed at lished In Paradise by tho Almighty
Maynard,
Y.
$:inn, which he furnished and was
Tho Jewelry Btore of T.
himself. It antedates all other Instituon Second sired, Is being newly pafrom custody.
tions.
V.
V. Dobson appeared as
Attorney
No power In the state or the church
pered and painted.
Wilmot Il'xith and family have re- counsel for the railway company and can annul a mati Imonlal contract.
,Our fall lines are very complete. We have on sale a
Divorces granted by state or church
dozen
turned from mi extended visit to Thomas N. Wilkerson represented the
defendant.
are null. and void before the Tord.
different styles In every weight light, medium and heavy Cotfriend j in Wisconsin and Kansas.
is
Divorce is a dreadful crime. It
There wi'l be fin Important meeting Daughters of the Confederacy Meet.
tons, Wools, Lisle and Silks. We buy our Underwear In case
the greatest evil of the country and
of the ni'-'--i hers of the Congregational
Oct. 3 The national age.
San
Francisco.
This enables us not alone to alwaya have complete lines
tl-at
evening
jots.
church this
diurcli ai
convention of the Pnlted Daughters of
7:30 o'clock.
the Confederacy opened here today
of
but also to make prices which are extremely low. Our
CASH
I
PAY THE HIGHE8T
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mansard will with a large attendance.
The state PRICE
YOUR
RAILROAD
FOR
are
llnea
too numerous to enumerate here, but complete disleavo in a few days for Cleveland, organizations of the different states TICKETS. SEE ME BEFORE YOU
Ohio, for an extended visit to rela- are well represented, and an inter- SELL OR BUY. PAULSEN'S ASSOplay are In our show windows and In the store. Prices range
esting session is expected. The dele- CIATION
tives and friends.
114
TICKET OFFICE,
from
Mrs. V. Peltier and Mrs. M. Grubes, gates are the guests of the local chap- WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
ters,
adjournment
they
left
after
the
Albuquerque,
and
of
old residents
New Tailor 8hop.
this morning for Kansas City, where will make an extended trip through
this state.
A. J. Morelll, the well known tailor
they will reside for the future.
has reopened a tailor chop on North
Otto Hahn, superintendent of the
JERRY
First street, where he is ready to
local division of the Harvey News
SIMPSON IS BETTER clean, press and repair ladies' and
service, which has a depot of supplies
Kas.,
Oct. 4.
gents' clothing. Suits made to order.
Wichita.
here, has returned from a vacation
Jerry Simpson, who Is at Patronage of former customers
spent In the east.
the St. Francis hospital, is much ImV. II. I.yles, the Socorro county
proved today. He slept four hours
looking
city
for
in
is
the
stockman,
Special display and sale of Men's
last night, spending the most restful
Mr. Lyles has a night he
a sheep inspector.
Winter Underwear. Largest line In
&ft3
has had in six weeks.
flock of sheep in Socorro county he
the city at the Golden Rule Dry Goods
would like to have shipped.
company. See window display.
BENEFIT PERFORMANCE
F. C. Dezendorf. special agent of
GOETZ'S PICALILLI AT MALOY'S
AT THE CAMNO
the genera! land office, in charge of
the sixth district of New Mexico and
Arizona, with headquarters at WashOn Sunday evening at the Casino,
ington, I). C, pitted down the road
a benefit performance will be given
for Iyas Cruces last night.
for the company at present playing
Mrs. L. M. Bents, wife of a' popu- there.
Through a general combinalar young clerk at the hardware store tion of untoward circumstances, the
of E. J. Post & Co., left last night, for little band of actois must close with
St. Louis, where she will visit rela- this week, Instead
of having a season
tives and friends. Mrs. Bentz will be extending
some b!x or eight weeks
absent about six weeks.
longer. Being at the expense of
Mrs, Frank Thompson and baby are heavy transportation both ways, anu
In the city visiting the family of O. with the weeks which will necessarily
W. Strong's Sons, Harry and Frank. elapse
before, another engagement
Mrs. Thompson was formerly Miss opens, they are adopting this method
Nellie Strong. She arrived in the of augmenting their salaries. They
city Saturday from her homo at Los desire the patronage of the city of
Ange.es.
Albuquerque and assure them that
Gov. Llewellyn Powers, of Maine, the audience will feel amply rewardBeautiftil Gooda
Call
left this morning for the east after a ed for its attendance.
stop of a cottple of weeks duration in
in
the city. Mr. Powers' son, who is a
:THE MAZE.
patient at the Sisters' hospital suffer- Meat Grinders, from 50c to
$1.90
ing from typhoid fever, is some Im- Chopping Bowls
13c
proved. Mrs. Powers remains in the Chopping Knives
8c
city.
20c
Cleavers
H. S. Van Slyck, the live stock Butter Paddles
4c
agent of the Santa Fe, with headquar25c
Uutter Color
conters at El Paso, is in the city, to
100 sheets Butter Paper
15c
sult with Col. W. H. Greer, on the - inch Stove Pipe
17c
shipment of several thousand cattie
20c
Inch Stove Pipe
Hose,
from the ranches of the Vlctorio Land Stove Pipe Elbows
12c
and Cattle company to southern
Be
Stove Pipe Wlie, per roll
Boilers,
Belting,
35c
Coal Hods, 2Ue to
Supplies. Write for Prices
William Farr, of the Farr's meat Sheet Iron Heating Stoves, $1.35 to 3.50
25c
market, returned to the city last night Stove Shovels, 5c to
10c
from t lie great Imperial val.ey of Dampers, 8e to
30c
California. En route to California be Floor Oil Cloth, per yard
70c
stopped off at Lordsburg and purchas- Stove Boards
ed several thousand cattle, which he Slaw Cutters, .
.20c
shipped to the Imperial valley to be Smokeless powder Shotgun Shells 75c
20c
Cartridges, 15c and
fattened for the western markets.
George L. Ulrlck, of White Oaks, vice Stevens' single barrel Shotguns $6.50
OS
OS
25c
president of the White Oaks National 3 pairs of Canvas Gloves
North Fk Street
Sooth Flrrt Street J 401-450c
25c
Strops,
Razor
and
Citicity,
bank, la in the
and paid The
7c
Shaving
Soap
Williams'
pleasant
afterzen office a
call this
45c
bottle of Listerlne
noon. Mr. Ulrlck was at Torrance on
business, and came In yesterday and We are headquarters for Poultry
Wire. .
last night to the metropolis via the
15c
Santa Fo Central.
The gentleman Bulk Tacks, per lb
15c
Bulk Brade, per lb
will remain here a few days.
25c
The investigating committee, nam Fish Glue, per lb
Auto phone, 316. Bell phone, 115. Residence Auto phone, No. 299.
15c
Porous Plasters for
ed at the Monday night's meeting of
A
45c
Suspenders
President
The only Short Order Lunch
the territorial fair executive commit Shop Caps
Am
m funarsl Director and Emblmer
10c
Room in theCity. Fine Coffee
tee,, this morning secured the books,
2
.25c
Mixed
Hose.
Heavy
pairs
Wool
Black or White Hearse, $5.00.
Commercial Clnb Building.
accounts and other "big" and "little"
a speedy. 2 6 S. Second St.
45c
things of the late fair, and will start Large Umbrellas
CITT UNDERTAKER.
$2.85
Slickers
tow rok on them this evening. The Fish brand of
THE MAZE.
subscribers demand that this InvestiWilliam Kieke, Proprietor.
gation be thorough, and that a report
be issued to the public as soon as pos
REPAIR SHOP.
Y
sible.
HOME MADE PICCALILLI
Stoves repaired and set up; furni- T
AND
A meeting of the Ladies Auxiliary ture set up and crated for shipment. f
SARATOGA CHIPS,
of the Red Men's lodge was held on Rear of Walton's drug store.
f
AT
tiie eenlng of September 28 with a
L. H. SHOEMAKER.
V
large enrollment. This meeting was
ZEIGER'S CAFE.
held for the purpose of electing officCLASSIFY
TO
TOO
LATE
ers. The ladies decided to leave the
charter open until next Thursday, Oc
tober 5, when there will be another WANTED A girl or woman for gen$5 TO $10 SAVED ON EVERY
eral housework. Apply at 210 North
meeting. This is being done so that
TICKET.
Sixth street.
all lady friends, wives, sisters and
SEND FOR YOUR FOLKS NOW.
daughters of Red Men, who wish to WANTED First class dressmaking,
202 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
also cleaning and remodeling of la- PAULSEN, THE RAILROAD TICKET
Join, may do so while the fee is small.
HERE
THEM
GET
WILL
BROKER,
avenue,
113
dies'
Iron
At
clothes.
Meetings are held in the Knights of
three doors south of the Congrega- CHEAP. 114 WEST RAILROAD
Pythias hall at 7:30 p. m. sharp.
AVENUE.
tional church.
CLEANING CHIMNEYS AND
STOVES.
Now la the time to have your chim
neys and stoves cleaned. All w'ork 0
guaranteed, and at reasonable prices.
Address, A. B. C, this office.
o
WM. M'INTOSH.
Proprietors
CHAS. F. MYERS.
Our school shoes are made' extra
strong. The Boles are seasoned and
tough, and every seam is sewed to the
hold. Two pairs of our school shoes
are equal to three pairs of the ordinary kind. You save
They
are the strongest school shoes made
range
wear
and
like iron. Prices
from
$1.25 to $2.75.
C. May's Shoo store,
314 West Railroad avenue.
To get your Stove Work done before the rush. Quick Meal, John
Van &. Pacific Ranges; Radiant Home and Perfection Home Base
Mountain Oak and Gr.'at Western Heaters. The most com-0 Iiurners;
plete line in the city,
..'
stroke. We carry many
For everybody who wants to make a clean-cu- t
AT LOWEST PRICES.
styles
Wlsgj
Try
select
to
a
from.
different sizes and
W. C. Kennedy left last
fcr a few weeks visit to his old

Pollrevan
Mi.-soii-

IS NOW ON

50c to $10 per Suit

SSMOH STERN
Iailroad Avetmse Clothier

0

PLUMBING

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING
and Examine the
Displayed
Our Sample Rooms

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE

TIIK WIIITSON MUSIC CO.
114

0

CHRISTIAN MARRIAGES

!:,

Kvp Used

Embodying jthe latest

RELEASED

4, 1905.

MATZ ON

BISHOP
IS

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER

FORMER TICKET CLERK CHARQ.
Bishop N. C. Mat, of the diocese of
ED
WITH EMBEZZLEMENT
WAIVES EXAMINATION AND IS Colorado, delivered his famous lecBOUND OVER TO AWAIT THE ture on "Christian Marriage," at the
ACTION OF THE GRAND JURY. Trinidad Catholic church last Sunday
night, and which is probably one of
Guy A, Pierc e, up to a week ago em- the most powerful arguments against
ployed as tiikri clerk at the local divorce that has ever been uttered by
and who was arresta churchman or any other speaker.
Santa Fe stin
ed on last Smi'l:iy rlinrged with
Here are some of the epigrams of
belonging
to the com- the bishop's lecture:
fun.N
pany to the .vii'iunt of $235, was givDivorce Is a national crime. It is
en a prelliiilii.ir.v hearing thla after- undermining the foundations of Amernoon before .Indue A. J. Crawford.
ican society.

WEATHER INDICATIONS.

WEST KAILROADAYLjP

BOND
AND

PERSONAL

tj314

CITIZEN.

KVKNING

SOUTH SECOND STREET.

5-

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings,

6-

House Cleaning
with a coat of Heath & Milllgan'i
paint over your wood work where
needed. You will find it most at:
is factory, Inasmuch as it will make
clean things look cleaner, and,
what Is more, make them stay so.
We also have a large stock of lumber, sash and doors, glass, cement,
and Rex Flint Kote Roofing.
ALBUQUERQUE

LUMBER

GO.

First Street and Marquette

Steam Pumps,

Packing, Engines,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST

--

WHITNEY COMPANY

l.

MERCHANTS c

BORDERS

0
0

1

0
0
Q

ANNOUNCEMENT

.

Q

THIS IS THE TIME OF YEAR
THAT YOU HAVE OCCASIONAL
TH0UGHT8 OF XMAS.
BY NOVEMBER 1 THE RUSH FOR XMAS
WORK AT OUR 8TUDIO BECOMES
HARD TO HANDLE. IT IS TO Dl.
VIDE
THIS NOVEMBER
RUSH
WITH THIS MONTH THAT WE
MAKE THE FOLLOWING OFFER:
FROM OCTOBER 1 TO NOVEMBER
1 WE
WILL GIVE ONE 11x14 ENLARGED PORTRAIT WITH EVERY
DOZEN OF OUR GENUINE PLAT-INUCABINET FOLDER PHftTrtS
T IS OBVIOUS TO ALL THAT THIS
AFFORDS
AN
EXCELLENT

CHANCE TO OBTAIN A HANDSOME
XMAS GIFT AT VERY
LITTLE
COST.
MOON & KELEHER, MAKERS OF FINE PORTRAITS.

DIAMONDS

When bought right are a good investment. Our prices are right.
We invite
you to call and examine the beautiful
diamond goods we are offering; also

WATCHES,

JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE,

Mall orders receive special attention.

RAILROAD

AVENUE. r:,irr?Y-iT-r-

T

ETC.

mnivnimmm

0

O. A. MATSON & CO.

Fine Stationery

E. J. POST

HARDWARE

WIIOLKSATK

one-thir-

CO.

RKTAIL,

We Have a Special Scissor
and Shear

Now is the Time

.1

fc

0

'

MEAL RANGES.

QUICK

HOT BLAST HEATERS.
QUICK

MtAt.

QUICK MEAL

u

The largest stock to select from ever shown
in the city.
Nobby Blouse Suits,
$3.00 to $6.50
Durable School Suits,
2.50 to 5.50
Young Mens Suits, $7.50, $10, $12 and $15
Two pairs of Pants with $4.50 School Suits.

eJMSet

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

ft

QUICK

Mf Ai,

UICK

MIAl

QUICK

MIAl

:

:

:

: .?

ouicK MtftL

0

110 West
Gold Avenue

j

!:
io
0

f.

No. 215

QUICK

for

Winchester Rifles and Shotguns, Winchester Ammunition, Colt's Re-- I
volvers and Automatic Pistols, Studebaker llugyies and Wagons, Eclipse
Wind Mills, STARRETT'S Machlulst Tools a specialty.

MIAL

Weat Railroad Avenue

Agent

-

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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